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DIGITAL DATA CC»IMUNlCATIONS MESSAGE PROTOCOL (DDCl'lP) 

ABSTRACT; The Digital Data ~ications Message Protocol (DDCMP) 
is a data link procedure that creates a reliable d.ata 
communication path between cODDllUnication d.evices connected. 
by da.ta links. DOCMP ensures the correct sequencing and 
i.ntegrity of d.ata transmitted over a data link. This 
standard. d.escribes the fUnctions, characteristics, 
interfaces, message formats, and operation of the DOCMP 
protocol. It is primarily intended. to assist the 
ind.ividual ilDplement.ing OOCMP. It le structured. to also 
provide general information describing the protocol to 
others who may need this level of irformation. It is not 
intended. to instruct those unfamiliar with the basic 
principles of data COIIIIIunications. 
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DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
!tESSAGE PROTOCOL 

(DDCMP) 

DDCMP COllllD.ittee: 

s. Wecker Chairman, Autho( 

The Digital Data Communications Message p(otocol (DDCMP) is a data 
link procedure that creates a reliab!'e data comrr,unication path bet .... een 
communication devices connected by data links. DOCME' ensures the 
co(rect sequencing and integ(ity of data transmitted over a data link. 
This standard describes the functions, characteristics, l.nterfaces, 
,!,essag€ fo(mats, ~nd ope(ac~on.of the DDCMP protocol. It is primarily 
l.ntended to ass 1st the 1ndlvidual implementing DOCMP. It is 
st(uctu(ed to also provide general info(mation desc(ibing the P(otocol 
to others who may need tnis level of info(mation. It is not intended 
to inst(uct those unfamiliar .... ith the basic p(inciples of data 
communications. 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice 
and should not be construed as a commitment by Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Digital Equipment Co,!)oration assumes no responsibility 
for any errors that may appear in this document. 

Copyrlght @ 1977 by Digital Equipment Corporation 
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C.i'his ~'~andarj is written as a type II standards document. That 15, 
the document starts with the standardS sect10ns describing goals, 
motivations, scope, etc. followed b~' the t.echnical specification of 
the standard, It is written so that the technical speclflcation can 
stand alone and be used for external (l.e. customer) dL;;t;ribution. 
Much of the information in the stanrlard sections 1S also Included 1n 
the technical spec1flcatlon to help motivate and instruct the reader 
of that stand alone document. In these cases, the standard section 
will refel: to the appropriate section(s) in the technical 
~peciflcation pOl:t1on of the standard rather than repeat the 
information. 

The DDCMP p~otocol was designed to cl:eate an efficient mechanlsm for 
the error-free transmission of data over commun1cation links. 
Previous industry standard protocols were inefflclent in their use of 
full duplex channels and links with long delays (e,g. satellite). 
There was "1150 a requirement for a protocol that would operate on both 
synchronous and asynchronou,> Ilnks using existing DEC communications 
interfaces. No DEC or industry standard, at the time of the initial 
deSign (January 1973), met the requil."'mentf' 

The operation of a communications protocol requlres that botn 
communication devices on che ends of the data link 1mplement the 
1dentical message formats, operating rules, and error recovery 
procedures. When they are the sa;n~ implementation th1S is no problem, 
but wnen they are different lmple'Olentations, there must be a 
specification document that cl",arly and definitively desc;;ibes the 
protocol to which both implement~tionii> may refer. The DDCMP protocol 
is intended to be used tc connect both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
ccmp >t~ng systems. ThllS, there was a need to not only define the 
prot 01 but to create a precise wrl.tten specification of its 
def.nltion that could be uSEOd by lmplementors ln deSl.gn1ng and 
implementing protocol modules. 

The need to create a protocol whose requirements were not met by 
current stanoards, and the need to produce a written speclfication of 
that protocol were tne motlvations foc the creation of the DDCMP 
standard. Additional motivati'lg infor;nation can he found in tne 
technlcal speclflcation in sectlons 1.0 INTRODUCTION, and in 2.0 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. 

Th~ goals of DDCMP 
sectl.on 2.3.1 Goals. 

Ilsted 1n the technical speciflcat10n in 
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1.3 Non-Planned Effects Of Goals 

There are no known non-planned effects of the nnCMP goals. 

The follo<lHng goals cannot be met wi th the current structu'e of the 
nnCMP protocol: 

1. To b-e efficient on channels with a very high error rate. On 
such .::hannels, forward error correction techniques may be 
mo'e applIcable and efficient. 

2. To be opt.imal on channels with extremely ::'ow error rates. On 
these channels much of the protocol overhead may be 

3. To be efficie;:t for messages with very shor.; data fields. In 
caSe5 "Ihen the transltlissions i'lre ext,emely short (1-10 bytes) 
other tecbniql~"'s may be more efficient. 

4. Additional !lon-'3oals ar", in 
specIfication in section 2.3.2 Restrictions. 

1.S Scope 

DDCMP shall be implemented in ':t:('~e products being deVeloped that have 
all of the £ollcwing characterist...cs: 

A link level protocol is reqUIred ') ensure data Integrity 
and se'"iuentiality. 

2. Communications will be over common carrier facilities, or 
slmiliar local facilities, naving a significant probabll;~y 
of introduci;:g errors (relatiVe to the intended application). 

Communications will be to othpI Digital products 
non-Digital products implementing DDCMP. 

4. The product will Implement the link level prCltocol in either 
s::.ftware, firmw<ire, cr a combInation of the two. 

DDCM. o:ed not be implemented ",-hen any of the following applies: 

L II. llnk level protocol IS nct reqUIred to lnsure data 
integrity. An example WOU.l.O be a product marketed fcr 
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non-critical applications where the operation is monitored by 
an operator who can detect and manually correct errors (e.g. 
a Teletype compatible terminal operated in echople .. lIode). 

The communications facilities have an insignificant error 
rate (relative to the intended application). This lII.I1y be due 
to their inherent design or due to the use of com.on carrier 
pro·,dded error correction facilicics. 

Communications will be to non-Digital products which do not 
implellent DDCMP. 

4. The product will implement a link level protocol in hardware 
ratheJ: than in software and/or fir_are. An example would be 
a parallel, error-controlled, local bus. 

1.6 History of previous Standardization Efforts 

DDCMP was designed to overcome the inefficiencies inherent in previous 
generation protocols such as Bisync. These character-oriented 
protocols had a number of deficiencies including (l) no error cheek on 
control information, (2) two-way alternate operation, (3) rigid 
structuJ:e, and (4) interllliJ:ed device, lJ.essa.ge, and link control. 
DDCMP was built on the experience gained with the PDP-Iii protocol 
DECsync. It was sillliliar in design but used a less powerful erJ:or 
detection scneas and only operated in full duplex point-to-point mode. 
DDCMi' was designed at the Sdllle time as IBM's SOLe and ANSI's ADCCP 
_re evolving, and used SOIlle of the ideas generated in those designs. 

On January 12, 1973 Digital chartered a co_ittee to define a standard 
protocol for intercolllputeJ: message cOllllllunication. The cOllDlittee 
consisted of: Stuart Wecker, Rand D, Chairman: Stephen RUssell, 
PDP-Iii Commun1cationsf and G~orge Friend, DECcOIIm Marketing. The 
resulting effort froll the initial design was DDCMP version 1.I!!, 
February 1973. Since that tiae there have been a nUlllber of revisions 
and enhancements to the protocol to bring it up to its present version 
•• I!!, December 1977 level. The interlllediate versi.)Us and personnel 
involved were: 

1. Initial design 1.11 - February 1973. 

S. Wecker, S. Russell, 0. Friend 

Review 1.tI - April 1973 

S. Weciter, S. Russell, G. Friend, J. Bolmes, B. 
Schlesinger, B. Paulson, A. Kent 
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Redesign 2.0 - June 1973 

S. Wecker, H. Schlesinger 

Review 2.1 - November 1973 

S. Wecker, S. Russell, J. Holmes, H. Schlesinger, B. 
Paulson, A. Kent, A. McCutCJlen, J. Sauter 

5. Review 3.0 - March 1974 

S. Wecker, J. Bolmes, A. McCutchen, C. Cannizzaro, H. 
Schlesinger, W. SrOka, J. Gilbert 

Changes to 3.0 - July 1975 

All of the above plus DDCMP development personnel 

7. Review of changes 3.02 - August 1975 

S. Weckel:, J. Holmes, H. Schlesinger, J. Gilbert, G. 
Friend, S. Russell, A. Kent, D. McClure 

B. Changes and document revision 3.03 - December 1975 

A • .tent, S. Russell, T. Lauck, H. Schlesinger, S. 

Changes and complete rewrite 4.1'1 - December 1977 

S. Wecker, T. Lauck, A. Kent, H. Schlesl.nger, B. 
ROsenbaum, B. Collins, L. Dimino, G. Conant, G. Larson, 
R. Lisee, D. McClure 

Version 3.1'1 was approved as a nEC standard in May 1974 with the 
recommendation that a more complete document be produced. tlo document 
was submitted to standards between that initial approval and thlS 
SUbmission of version 4.1'1 of March 1978. The list of changes from the 
last approved verSl0n 3.1'1 to the current specification is included in 
Appendix F of the technical specification. Prior changes {from 1.0 to 
3.0) are not incl>.lded in this document as they occurred prior to 
stan>iardization. 

1.7 Related Cur rent Standards 

DDCMP 1.S a physlcal link protocol ensuring reliable 
communications on a data link. Other protocol st~ndards with simillar 
goals and functionality are ANSI: ADCCP, ISO: HDLC, and 10M: SOLC. 

~D~DD~D·· 
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PPCIIP only operates at the physical link level. When PPCMP is used as 
a component in distributed computer networks, host front-end 
processors, remote terminal concentrators, and rellote entry/exit 
systems, higher level protocols must be used on top of PDCMP to 
perform functions such as routing, device control, link multiplezing, 
flow control, and error recording. In PRCnet the next higher level 
protocol, the network level protocol, is the Network Services Protocol 
(NSP). A silliliar industry standard protocol is the CCITT X.25 
protocol. 

In PDCMP maintenance lIIode a higher level protocol is used to perform 
the actual maint.enance fUnctions of down-linE: loading, dumping, and 
link testinq. The protocol that performs these functions is the 
Maintenance Cpe~atlOn Protocol (MOP). 

1.8 Future StandardS Activities 

A number of. ptoposals have been !Dade during the design of DDCMP that 
wete deellled beyond the scope of the ptesent wotk. They should be 
consideted in the futute if enhancements to ODCMP are consideted. 
These are: 

1. Addition of a single lBes~'lge NAlt. This would cause 
tettanstr.ission of a sinqle message without having to go back 
and retransmit all mess.:.y:es after the messaqe in etror. 

2. Add a window aize to STRT and STACK messages to specify the 
maximum numbet of lIIessaqes the other station should send 
before waitinq for acknowledqment. A zero value would mean 
an unlimited number (up to 255) /lay be sent. A small value 
would solve the ptoblem of syst~ms with small buffet 
capacities sending HAlts and causinq tetransmissions and extra 
overhead due to a lack of buffet space. 

3. Add a mazimum message size in the startup sequence. 

Add a HAK teason-lBessage type not supported-to leave 
protocol open ended for future extensions. 

Add a MODE message to specify the operating options such 
precede all message~ with sync sequences, use single message 
NAlt, mazimum message size, lenqth of sync sequence, type of 
station, t.ype of link. 

Po not require explicit REP messages to be sent by stations 
t.lat transmit only aftet being selected (half-duplex a:ld 
mult.ipoint tributaty stations) since the pipeline is emptied 
after every select lind retransmission is implied. In these 
cases duplicate received messages should be ACKed. 

7. Add a shutdown (hangup) sequence when ttansllli.<JIsions are 
~D~DDmF::i~i~~ Also add a wait option for congestion and buffet 
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B. Stud}' appllcabillty bit-oriented 
commu .lcations hardware. 

1.9 Known Incompatibilities with Current Softwar~ 

Products releaded prlor to January 1, 197B, wic.h the e>lCeptlon of tIle 
DltCll, implemented version 3.11 of DDCMP or lll'.plemented some subset of 
the changes to DDCMP from VerSlon 3.0 to Verslon 4.". Due to cn", lack 
of documented conformance testing it is unknown whether or not any of 
these products conform to DDCMP Version 4.11. 'rhe products of primary 
concern in this area ace: 

1. OECNET-llM/S V1.~, '11.1, V1.2 

2. DECJiI£T-110 v1.a 

3. DECNET-IAS Vl.Il 

OAS-80 SERIES 

DECNET-IIM/S/D and lAS will be re-released in Q3, FY7S at Vecslon 2.11. 
These products 101111 confocm to DOC;~P V4.iI. 

Terminology speclfic to this standacd can be found either defined 
where appropriate 1n tne technical speclflcatlon or ln Appendlx A 
Glossary in the technical speciftcation. 

Conformance is demonstrated by showing that a new implementatlon 
lnteroperates acceptably with itself, with all applicable pr.;vlous 
Digital lmpleJlentatlons, and (if full duplex point-to-polnt 1S 
~mplemented) in loopback mode. For each pcevious implementation. 
testing shall be done using each type of com],Jatible communications 
facility and operating mode (full or half duplex; point-to-polnt, 
mult1point control, or multipoint tributacy) over the entlre range of 
compatible boud rates. The teStlng Shall Include in)ectlng or 
othenlise simulat1ng communications line errors and demonstrating tnat 
error recovery occurs wlthout loss of d ... ta integrlty. Ecror recovery 
shall be prompt in the case of cornman errors or sequences of errors. 
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Error recovery in infrequent cases must be correct, but need not occur 
"t maximum efficlency. If the new lmplementation fails to 
interoperate <lcceptably with a previous lmplementation. this standard 
specification shall be used to resolve whether the new implementation 
or the prevlous implementation is non-conforming. It is possible that 
an implementation that was previously thQugnt to be conforming may 
shown subsequently to be non-conforming. 
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DECNET 

DIGITAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

Dic;lit.a1 Dat.a COllllllunicat.ions 
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I 
1 This material lII.!Iy be copiea, in whole or in part, proviaea t.hat the 
: above copyright notice is incluaea in each copy along with an 
! acknowledgment that t.he ..:opy aescribes t.he DDCMP protocol developea by 
: Digit2.! Equipment. Corpoation. 

I This lIUlt.erial may be cbanged witbout notice by Digital Equipment 
i ;~~~~:~~~n';hi~~dll~~g!:;a~~!~~: Corporation is not responsible for 
, 

Copyrigoht @ 1977, 1978, Digit.al Equipaent Corporat.ion 
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The Digital Data Communications Message l'rotocol (DDCMP) provides a 
data link control procedure that ensures a reliable data communication 
p.1th bet·~een communication devices connected by data links. DDCMP has 
been deiligned to operate over full- and half-duplex synchronous an~ 

i asynchronous channelS in both point-to-point and multipoint modes. It 
i can be used in a variety of applications such as distributed computer 

networks, host front-end processors, remote terminal concentrators, 
and remote job entry-exit systems. 

, This document describes the functions, characteristics, capabilities, 
and operation of DDCMP. It is primarily intended to assist the 

I individual implementing DDCMP within a system. It is structured, 
however. to also provide general information descr iIJing the protocol 
for others who may need this level of information. It is not intended 
to instruct those unfamiliar with the principles of data 

, communications. 

~D~DDmD·· 
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In the design of computer communications networks, one of the b<lsic 
consl.derations is the physical transmissl.on of data from one computer 
to another over a physical data channel. In the absence of 
transr.lission errors, this task becomes relatively slm9le. Once errors 
are introDuced, however, data sequencIng and synchronl:l:atlon pr"blems 
occur between the transm1tter and receiver. The solutlon to these 
probh,ms consists of a data link control procedure or commun1cat1ons 
protocol that ",nsures the correct sequenc1ng and integrlty of data 
transmittec. between computers over a data link. 

Dig1tal Equipment Corporation recogni:;!:ed the need for such ;'I 

commllni<'ations protocol to establish reliable computer-to-computer 
communlcatlons. A standard protocol was designed to serve the needs 
of interprocessor ccmmunicat1ons. That protocol has been named the 
DI'3ITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS MESSAGE PROTOCOL (DDCMP) and has been 
adopted as a Digital EqUIpment Corporation standard for intercomputer 
data communicatIons. 
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The Digital Data Communications MeSsage Protocol (DDCMP) has been 
design~d for use over commUniCaLOn cha .. nels to provide data 
integr i ty, message sequencing, and management of the physIcal char.nel. 
The protocol defines the structure, content, and sequencing procedures 
for the transmission of data between computers and the techniques used 
for error detection and recovery. DDCHP tcesIdes at a level above the 
communication medium (i.e., the physical transmission of bits over the 
communication channel). DDCHP is concerned with the logical 
transmission of data grouped into physical blocks known as data 
messages. The primary function of the protocol is to exchange these 
d"t" mess"ges while ensuring their correct sequencing and integrity 
when s"nt over communication channels. 

Computers adhering to the protocol will be able to correctly exchange 
data (between their respective address spaces) over a link. It is the 
level above the protocol that is concerned with the meaning and 
understanding of this data once correctly exc~.anged. With remote 
entry stations and concentratc;,cs, this inc.ludes device addressing, 
device control, and data formatting. With computer nelworks, It 
includes problems of network routing, process sync~ronization, link 
multiplexing, flow control, and network management. 

Programs wishing to communicate ",sing DDCMP must agree on the syntax 
and semantics of the data transmitted within the DDC!'!.P envelope. 
DDCMP may thus be viewed as a black box creating an error-free 
sequential communication path over which data may be transmitted. On 
multipoint linkS, DDCMP creates multiple sequential data paths between 
the (:ontrol station and the multiple tributaries on the link. If the 
physical channel conn-,cting two computers is truly error-free, much of 
DOCHI' is not necessary. 

2.1 Relationship To DECnet 

DECnet is a family of hardware and software products that create 
distributed networks from DIGITAL computers and their lnterconnecting 
data links. DECnet creates a general mech"nism for sharing resources 
and prOVIding interprogram communications within a distributed data 
processing environment. DECnet implementations adhere to a common 
network architecture that defines the structure and protocols each 
must use to communicate through the network. ,'he DIGITAL Network 
Architecture (DNA) defines thIS common structclre. 

DNA provides a modular design for DECnet. Its functional components 
are defIned within three dh:tinct layers, 

1. The Physical Link Control Layer (whic!: provides 
management of communications over a physical link). 

2. The Network Services Layer ( .... hich routes messages between 
~D~DD~lJrce and destinatlon nodes and manages logical data 
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channels). 

3. The Application Layer {whiCh supports user services and 
programs and provides 1/0 device and file access). 

I i:~~k DD~~~ti~~to~~e~re!~~~i~nd t~~PP~~~~e~he A~~~~~!~~~[~~ th~hi:hY~!~:~ 
provides control oyer the physical link operation and ensures both 

I data integrity and the sequentiality of data transmitted over a single 
! phY!'ical link. It should be noted that DECnet lS not a part of the 

DDCMP standard specification and that IlIlCMP lIIay be used, 
independently, in a wide variety of systems and environments where 
erro(-free communication is desired. 

2.2 Features 

I DIlCMP includes the following features: 

1. Error detection using the 16-blt, CRC-16, cyclic redundancy 
check error detection polynomial. 

2. Error correction by letransmission. 

J. Message seguencing, which permits up to 255 outstanding 
messages for pipelining. 

4. Operation that is independent of the channel bit width 
{serial or parallel) and transmission characteristics 
{asynchronous and synchronous}. DDCMP will operate ~ith a 
wide variety of communication hardware {e.g., character 
interrupt a:-:,1 block transfer or DHA) and modems. 

5. COJ!llllon operation over full- ana half-duplex, point-to-point 
and multipoint channels. 

6. A positive startur: procedure that synchronizes both ends of 
the link. 

7. Si/nplicity and efficiency with only a few message formats. 

A maintenance 1II0de for diagnostic testing and bootstrapping 
functions. 

Data transparency of any bit sequence using a length fIeld 
description technique. 
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! 
2.3 Operating Requirements 

! DDCHP was designed to serve the needs of interprocessor cODllllunicat.ions 
in a wide variet.y of applications and envirolUllents. DDCMP will 

, provide= 

1. High Performance. DDCMP will provide hiqh data throuqhput on 
links capable of such and make optimum use of link 
characteristics. 

wide Applicability. DDCMP will ensure operation that is 
independent of channel type over a wide range of system 
configurations. 

3. Use of Available Hardware. DDCMP will he able to operat.e 
with most CODllllunicat.ions equipment that is utilized with 
minicomput.ers. 

2.3.1 Goals - In addition t.o ensurinq the error-free transmission of 
data, DDCMP was desiqned to lIIeet specific perforlllance and 
compatibility requirelllents. These goals are; 

1. Create a protocol for the transmission of data over 
communication links to provide the correct sequencin'l and 
integrit.y of tbe data transmitted (even when the link lIIal 
distort the information translllitted). 

2. Operate ov"!r a wide variety of cOllllllunications devices 
available on llticro, lIIini, and lIIaxi computers in bit seria" 
(asynchronous and synchronous) and bit-parallel modes. 

Operate over point-to-point and lIIultipoint circuits in both 
ful1- and half-duplex lIIodes using a common set of lIIessages 
and operating procedure' .• 

Provide for the efficient transmission of binary 
(transpar;entl data. 

Ensur;e both high performance and simultaneous operation over 
full-duplex channels where long circuit delays may be 
encountered. ' 

6. Provide error r;ecording and reporting features so that a 
degraded link can be detected and repaired pr;ior to link 
failure. 

Provide a positive indication (and synchronization) that the 
protocol IIIOdule on the other end of the link has 
reinitialized or started. 
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Provide a basIc operational /hade for main!:enance functions 
such as bootstrappIng and diagnostIC testing. 

Provide a rigid enough protocol so that all implementatior.s 
on the same channel type will operate together, independent 
of implementation techniques. 

Create a protocol to minimize the memory requirement~, and 
execution time in the systems implementing the protocol. 

Create a protocol that allows the physical characteristics of 
the channel to become transparent to th'" user. 

2.3.2 Restrictions - Even though DOCMP is a general purpose .linke 
protocol offering high pe~formance over a Wide range of applicatIons, 
there are a number of situati.ons in which it may not be optImal. Some 
of these re~trictions are: 

1. DeCMP accepts data in bloc Its that are a multiple of 8-bit 
bytes. Within a data blvd:., a user C"ln interpret the data in 
any manner (i.e., 5-bit quar-tities), but the total block must 
be a multiple of 8 bits. 

DOCMP may not be optimal when operating on links with long 
prop«gation delays and a high probability of error. Optimal 
technIques in these cases might include forward error 
correction and single message retransmission. When an error 
occu.s. DeCMP must go back. to the last sequential c:orrect 
message. thereby losing any pipelinlng in effect on the link. 

3. DOCMP may not be suitable in some I'lultlpoint systems having 
many tributaries with low utilization and fast response 
requirements. Optimal techniques might include contention 
selection and broadcast. DDCMP uses a polling selection 
mechanism. which in some environments results in a longer 
response time. 

On multipoint links, DDCMP supports only a single control 
station. No messages can be exchanged directly between 
tributaries. Within a given system, the control station can 
not float among the tributaries. 

On multipoint links there is no broadcasl or multiple 
addressing facility. 
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The DDCMP prot.ocol is an ext.ension of t.he dat.a communicat.ions link, 
providing a nWllber of fUnct.ions t.o t.he user of t.he prot.ocol. DDCMP 
may be viewed as a black box creat.ing an err.:Jr-free sequent.ial managed 
dat.a link. On t.he t.ransmit. side. lIIessages are given t.o DOCMP, which 
delivers t.hem over t.he link and not.ifies the user when t.he delivery 
has successfully occurred. On t.he receive side. the user provides 
buffers that are filled wit.h correctly received messages by DCCMP. 
The t.erm ·user- refels to the process or program exchanging messages 
with t.he protocol. In DECnet it. might. be the next. higher level 
protocol (i.e.. the Network Services Prot.ocol). In other syst.ems or 
struct.ures it. lIIight. be a service process or t.he end-user direct.ly. 
DDCMP eJ:t.ends t.he capabilities of a data 1 ink to include the following 
features: 

1. Creates an error-free data path. DDCMP t.ransfers data 
between protocol users over a physical link, while 
maintaining data integrity within some very small undetected 
error probability. If data integrity cannot be maintained, 
no data will be transferred. 

Transfers mes~aqes in proper sequence. Messages will be 
delivered from one user to the other in the same order as 
they are sent. even though DDCMP may require the use of 
retransmission or other error recovery techniques. 

3. Manages the characterist cs of the channel. If the channel 
requires receiver addressing- and/or arbitration of 
transmission requests. DDCMP is responsible for that 
management. 

4. Interface t.o lIIoder control signals. DDCr'lP must interface 
with signals necessary for the opera'(ion of t.he physical 
channel, (e.g., modem control signals not handled by other 
components in the system). It. lIIay do this directly. leave it 
up to the hardware device driver, or let the user of t.he 
modem control code control these signals through the prot.ocol 
interface. 

5. Accesses data in blockS cor.sisting of byt.e quantities. ODCMP 
accept.s data in blocks consisting of a-bit byt.es. All 256 
8-bit combinationE' are transmit.table, and transparent. to 
DDCMP. The protocol will allOW blockS of up to 16,383 bytes 
to be transmitted. However. the CRC-16 error detect.ion 
polyno.ial used is lIIost effective with blockS up to 4893 
bytes long. 

6. Provides restart or initialization notification. If the 
other end of th.., link reso!ts or initializes. DOCMP will 
notify the user. 

~D!DD~O 
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7. Provides start and stop control. The user controls the 
protocol and can start (or relnltialize), and stop (or h;.lt) 
the operation of IJIJCMP. 

a. Provides notification of channel error. When a persistent 
error is detected, the user is notified of such a condition. 
Such errors might be (a) too high a bit error rate; (b) 
outages; (e) noneJastent eommunications1 or (d) modem 
failure. 

9. Provides a maintenance mode. IJDCMP creates a data envelope 
with bit error-detect ion-only capability for use 
diagnostic testing and system bootstrapping functions. 

Functional Organization 

From an operational viewpoint, IJDCMP consists of three functional 
components: (1) Framing, (2) Link. Management, and (3) Message 
I::xchange. The following sections provide a generic model describing 
each of these components. This model IS he'.pful in understanding 
ODCMP operation. It is providea as an aid in implementation design 
(by enabling an indivi"'::ual to understand the protocol, its operational 
intentions and motivations). It is not intended to describe specific 
operating detai~ s of ODCMP or subsets of OOCMP. For specific 
information on the actual protocol operation refer to Section 5.11. 

2.5.1 Framing Component - Framing is the process of locatIng the 
begInning and end of a message, at the receiving end of a llnk. 
Synchronization is the process of locating some ent1ty (e.g., a bit or 
byte) and then staying in step or operating at the same rate as that 
entity. SynchronizatIon of data on a IHlk must occur at the bIt, 
byte, and message levels before framing can be accomplished. The 
following paragraphs describe how DOCMP provides synchronization at 
these levels: 

1. Bit synchronization. Locat1ng a bit on the link. This 
function is accomplished by the modems or interfaces on the 
link and is not a part of IJIJCMP. 

Byte syncr.ron1zation. G(ouping bits into bite 
qUantitieS. Byte synchronizat1on IS the process of locating 
the proper: B-bit windo,", in the bit stream and then staying in 
step with It for every a-bit byte grOUp1ng. On €-bit 
asynchronous Itnks. this process is inherent 1n the 
start/stop transmission technique on the link. Byte framing 
IS establ1shed with ea.ch byte sent. On synchronous llnks, 
byte synchronlZation is established by searching for a unique 
B-bit sequence called the sync byte, checking for two in a 
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raw, and then counting every 8 bits as a byte. The unique 
pattern is such that any skewing to the eight or left will 
not prC'duce a sequence match. On 8-bit or 8-bit multiple 
parallel links, byte synchronization is inherent in the link. 
For other types of links, techniques will have to be desi'lned 
to locate the proper 8-bit byte window. 

3. Message synchror.ization. Locating the first byte of a 
message. In DDCMP, this is done by searching for C<'1e of 
three special starting by..:es after achieving byte 
synchronization. Once one is found, simple rules will Locate 
the end of the message. The message is framed and ~ay be 
pt"ocessed. The starting byte also defines the format type of 
the message and how the remaining bytes are :0 be 
interpreted. 

The byte and message synchronization techniques wet"e chasen to allow 
the greatest flexibility an!" independence from the actual dJ.ta lir_k 
characteristics. By using these techniques, D[lCMP can opet"ate an 
serial synchronous linkS with typical charact<lr interrupt or black 
transfer devices and an serial asynchronous linkS using 8-bi~ bytes. 
Byte synchronization is specified in DDCMP and is sppcific for each 
data link and its characteristics. Message synchronization is the 

for all link types once byte syncht"onization has been 
established. 

2.5.2 Link Management Component - The Link Management Component 
t"esolves the transmission and recepticn on link'! that are ';onnected to 
twa or more transmitters and/or receivet"s in "- given direc~ion. This 
is tl:ue of half-duplelC and multipoint cr.mnels. Lir,k management 
occurs for both the transmitting and receiving functions. 

On half-duple:.!: links, one station must be recelving whU" the othel: is 
transmitting. The switching bet ... een transmit and H'~eive is via a 
selection fl~g. The station that io; tl:ansmitting ends transmission by 
setting the fiaq in its last message. This signals the receiver to 
complete reception of this message and then enter transrlit mode. 

For reception on multipoint links, the link appears as 1 party line. 
One station is designated t:he control station, ':ne others are 
tl:ibutaries. All messages contain a tl:ibutary addrf'ss to identify 
them. Messages to a tributary are received by a·,c tributarles and 
ignored by all except the one with the matching acdress. Messages 
from tributaries are ignored by other ttibutaru~s a---.d received by the 
control station that verifies the tributary :lddres!' to be the one 
selected. Message traffic is only between the control station and 
tr ibutar ies. 

For transmission on multipoint linkS. the control ;tation manages the 
link and assigns translr.ission ownership or SElection to tributary 
stati'Jns via a selection flag. Tributary station-" once selected, may 
t!D!1tD~~nd ,lIi'.Ul, te.f/ll.~nate transmission by senC:ing a selection flag 
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to the control station in the last message of a transmission sequence. 

Timers are used by half-duplex or control stations to hltndle the caSe 
of a lost flag (i.e., the me'Ssage containing the flag is in O!rror). A 
ti.er is started when waiting for the next message. If it expires it 
is assumed the selection flag was received in enor and the station 
operates as if it received a valid selection flag. 

2.5.3 Messag2 Exchange Component - The message exchange component is 
the part of OOCMP that creates the sequent;~l error-frf!e link. This 
component transfers the data conectly and in sequence over a link 
that has some probability of introdUcing errors. Once framing is 
accomplished, this component operates at the message level, exchanging 
data and control messages. DDCMP is a positive acknowledgment 
retransmission protocol. For each data message correctly received and 
passed to the user, a positive acknowledgment is returned on the link 
notifying the transmitter of th, correct receipt of the data message. 
If incorrectly received, the data message is not passed to the user 
and not acknowledged. Eventually, it will be retransmitted. DDCMP 
uses the CRC-16 cyclic redundancy check for error detection. This 
section describes the component parts of the message exchange 
mechanism along with their des;]n characteristics and functions. 

The basic positive acknowledgment ll'.essage exchange component requires 
the following: 

1. a data message with message number n: 

2. a positive acknuwledg_ent with lllessage nWllber n lACK): 

3. a timer. 

It operates in the following manner: 

1. The transmitter puts the next message number n in the data 
message, adds the CRC block check to the message, puts it in 
the required framing envelope, and sends it. When it has 
been transmitted on the link, a timer is started. 

2. The receiver frallles and receives the message, checks the CRe 
for errors, and comparE.s the message nlalber with th~ next. 
expected. If the number is correct, the receiver returns a 
positive acknowledgllent lACK) with that number. passes the 
lIessage to the receiving user, ana increments the next 
expected nulllber to n+l (lIIOdulo 256). If the number is in 
er[or, the message is ignored. 

3. The transmitter follows one of two procedures: 

It receives a positive acknowledgment and compares the 
number received with the one expected. If it agrees, the 

~D~DD~D .,.,,~t!IoIUiI~l;l;f!,I; I releases the message, no"ifies the 



transmitting user of successful receipt, stops the timer, 
and increments the next message number to n+l (modulo 
256). If the acknowledgment does not agree with the 
e:tpected number it is ignored. 

It receives nothing and the timer expires. 
translllitter initiates error recovery. Various eeror 
recovery options are available. The ones used in OOCMP 
are presented below. 

I ~e ~i~~~b~~a~~e (:~~~~~~i~~~h~~9~t~~~P~~:~10~s (~:r~~~~l;~~. s~:~t~~~ 
thf' controlling station must wait until a tributary or the other 

,station is selected and transmits before it determines that a message 
: or ACK was not properly recel.ved. This lfIakes the timing independent 

of the selection of stations. 

This mechanism is adequate for creating a message exchange compo:"ent. 
The following additional messages and operational techniques of DDCMP 

: are used to achieve higher performance (via pipe1ining) and faster 
: error recovery (via error notification) but do not add to the basic 

integrity of the data transfer mechanisms. 

1. Negative Acknowledgment (NAK). Tt:e time-out value (used t'J 
detect an error when an ACK is not returned) lIIust be long 
enough to account for delays such as propagation, line 
turnaround, local processing of the data message, and the 
generation of the JI.CK. Tillle-out va~ues might be a few 
seconds while the actual delay may be on the order of a few 
milliseconds. If the only way to determine an error is to 
wait for a time-out, undue waste and inefficiency are 
encountered. A negative acknowledgment provides a means for 
more immediate notification of some error conditions. If the 
receiver does not receive the message correctly, it sends a 
NAK, whl.ch triggers the retransmission long before the timer 
eJ:pires. 

In DDCMP, NAKs are sent in response to cyclic redundancy 
check eerors, but not to wron£, message numbers. If the 
receiver gets a message with the wrong number, the message is 
ignored and the time-out condition triggers the transmitter 
to retransmit. If NAKs were sent in both cases, long delays 
could occur under certain timing conditions. 

2. Reply to Message Number (REP). When the tilDer expires, it LS 
unclear Whether the message was received in error or the 
returned ACR was in err.or and not received properly. (ACKs 
also have CRC checkE on them). In this case, rather than 
retransmit perhaps a long message, a REP is sent with the 
message number of the message previously sent. If the 
message with that nUlDber was received correctly th~' response 
to the REP is an ACR, otherWl .. e it is a filAR. The REP forces 
the transmitter and receiver to synchroni~e their J:umbering 

~D~DD~:~;';?:,,\:.,f~HfI"wniSSl.on if required. The transmission timer 
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is restarted after !lending a REP. If it expires again the 
process is repeated. After some specified number of these 
time-outs. the transmitter will notify the DDCMP user, who 
may declare the link out-of-service. 

3. Pipelining. 'l11e ability to send more than one message 
without waiting for ACKs to each Sl!ccessive message is called 
pipelining. W:thin DDCMP, messages are numbered from 1 to 
255. This numbering is cyclic (module 256) in that after 
messao;e number 255 tbe next message number is I. ACKs .Iot 
only confirm that the specified message nuaber has been 
received correctly, but that all previous lIessages with 
numbers between the one acknowledged in the last ACK and the 
one acknowledged by the current ACK (modulo 256) have been 
received correctly. If an ACK aessage is in error, the 
information lost is automatically inclUded in subsequent 
ACKs. eliminating the sending of REP messages if the ACKs are 
received prior to the expiration of the transmission timer. 
This technique is 31so used with the REP message, the nUlabe[ 
sent in the REP being the nUlllber of tbe last message 
transmitted. 

4. Piggybacking. The purpose of an Ar.K is to convey the message 
nUllbe[ of the last successfully received data message. If 
data message traffic is goin9 in both directions, the ACK 
number can be :<:ent piggybacked on or witbin the frame of the 
message going in the other direction. This technique saves 
separate framing ever head for the ACK. 

5. ACI: implied in NAK. The nUliber refe[enced in a HAK reply 
identifies the last successfully received message as well as 
noting a received error. So NAil: implies that all messages 
prior to the one being negatively acknowledged were received 
correctly. 

6. Initialization. The method of setting message nUlllbers to 
initial values is called initialization. It is accomplished 
by STRT and STACK messages that [eset message numbers to 
zero. It is used initially or afte[ a failure to reset 
nUlllber values at both ends. It is designed so that one end 
cannot be initialized without the other. 

~D~DDmD·.· 
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I This section descr ibes how DDCMP is viewed by a user of the protocol 
, and how the physical interface device or driver is vl.ewed by DOCMP. A 

gener ie descr iption of the information that must be passed across the 
interfaces to the user and the device is presented as an aid for 
implementation design. 

,3.1 User Interface 
: The interface between DDCHl' and the user consists of a number of 

commands to DDCHP and responses from DDCMl'. In these commands and 
responses, the user exchanges data and control information wl.th the 
protocol. The actual l.nterface mechani!'<m depends heavily on the 
features and cap .. bilities within the operating systems running DOCMl'. 
Mechanisms for exchanging this information might include shared 
tables, calls with parameter lists, I/O registers, and interrupt 
mechanisms. 

I Three kinds of information are exchanged in thE command/response 
sequences: (I) data, (2) control information, and (3) error 
information. Data is the user information to be sent or received by 
the protocol. Its description usually consists of a starting buffer 
address and a lew;th or character count, or a chain of addresses and 
counts. Control is information to start and stop the protocol and 
notify the user of protocol l.nitl.alization. Error l.nformation is 
provided by the protocol for use in determining the physical condltl.on 
of the link and when maintenance is necessary. OOCMP is totally 
controlled by the user of the protocol. It is only activated by a 
command request from the user and continues to operate even when large 
numbers of data errors occur on the physical link. It is started, 
stopped, and reinitl.ali:;:ed only upon commands from the user. On 
multipoint. links, independent cO'llllland and response sequences are 
maintained between the control statlon and each tributary on the link. 
The link appears as multiple point-to-point links, one for each 
tr ibutary address. 

The exact interface between DDCMl' and the user depends on the system 
implementation and wl.ll vary in the manner in which errors are 
handled. In some systems, the error handling code may be totally at 
the user level, each error being reported to the user. tn other 
systems, the error handling code may be part of the protocol module 
and only persistent errors will be reported to the user. Section 6.0 
describes the error information recording techniques that may be 
employed within DDCMl'. 
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1. Initialize Link. Initialize the protocol ana start the data 
link. 

2. Stop Lir.k. Halt the protocol. In some dial-up situations, a 
method lIIay be employed to force the IDOdelII to hang-up. 

3. Transmit Message. Give a message to IlDCMP for transmission. 
As an option the user may specify t.hat it wishes t.o send the 
lIIessage within t.he maintenance mode, or t.he protocol 
implementation may require a separate Maintenance Mode 
Initializat.ion cOlUland prior to a transmit. request. 

Receive Mes,iage. Give an ellPty buffer to DDCMP for reception 
of the ne}:t. sequential message. Alt.ernat.ively, the user 
might supply a pool of buffers t.o IlDCMP initially, and have 
t.he protocol select one. In this mode, t.here will be a 
co..and to return empty buff'!!rs to t.he pool so t.hey may again 
be used by DDCMP. 

S. Ret.urn Transmit Buffers. This optional COlllllland. which can be 
employed after halting DDCMP, teturns outst.anding transmit 
buffers to t.be uset. The tesponse to this cOWlJDand would 
include whether they were already transmitted and 
acknowledged, not yet acknowledged, at not yet ttanslllitted. 

6. Enter Maintenance Mode. This co_and is an option to first. 
change to the .aintenance mode be fate transmit::ing or 
receiving maintenace IIIOde messages. 

Responses Prom llllCMP - The responses frolll ~llCMP are: 

1. Init.ialization on Other En1. The other end has testarted or 
initialized. This response will halt the protocol. The 
command to restart the protocol on this end will be an 
Initialize Link cOlllllland. 

2. Initialization Complete. Response to Initialize Link 
command. This tesponse is optional. If it is omitted, the 
reply to a successfully received or t.tansmitted lIIessage will 
serve as initialization cOlllpletion notification. 

3. Message Transmitted. Response to t.he Transmit Message 
command. The lIIessage was successfully received on the other 
end (acknowledged). 

4. Message Received. The next sequential lIIessage was 
successfully received. Either the user buffer specified in 
the Receive Message cOlDDland will be used, or a buffer will be 
taken from a pool, if such a buffering technique is employed. 

~D~DDmD·· 
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Optionally. if the message w~s receH'ed in the maintenance 
mode it may be so marked, or a separate response may be first 
sent to the user to indicate that the other end is in 
malntenance mode. At that pOlnt, the protocol will halt. and 
the user will have to inltialize the protocol into the 
maintenance mode before receiving maintenance mode messages. 

5. Translent Error Threshold Counter OverflOW. An error 
threshold counter has overflowed. The protocol will continue 
operation. It must be halted by the ueer if the user wiShes 
to ceas", operation (refer to Sectlon 6.9. Error Recording). 

6. Persistent Error. An error has occurred from which recovery 
may not be pass :ble. Some implementations of the protocol 
may halt operatlon. SOIl',e errors that are classlfled as 
persistent errors in one system. might be tranSIent errors In 
another. The various types of errors are discussed leI 
Section 6.9. 

Device Driver Interface 

The interface between OOCMP and the line driver includes a number of 
commands and responses used to transmit and receive message blocks to 
and from the lInk, respectively. The actual interface depends heavily 
on the mechanisms and capabilities available in the I/O structure of 
the system within w'lich this interface operates. It also depends 
heavily on the split of protocol functions between DOCMP and the 
driver. The driver may be very protocol .ndependent aLd rely on heavy 
interactlOn with DDCMP for message framing, CRC calculation, ,md the 
syntactic and semantIc interpretation of message fields. Alterniltely. 
it <r,ay embody much of DDCMP including framlng. CRC checking, lInk 
manaqement, and link turnaround. In this mode, there would be less 
interaction with the semantic or message exchange portion of DDCMP. 
Consequently the drIver would handle many of the fUnctions related to 
link type and device characterIstics. The choice of driver 
capabilities and the split of functions depends on system 
characteristics, device req,Jirements, driver generality, and the 
interface to :It:-'er protocols. The interface described here lies 
between these two extremes and 's presented as an ald to understandlng 
what informatlon must pass across this Interface. 

Message blocks ate usually passed to the driver via a buffel address 
and length (or a chain of addresses and lengths to allow fragmented 
message blocks). 
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3.2.1 Commands ToJ The Driver - The driver receives the fol101<ilng 
commands: 

1. Link and Modem Control. These commands activate and connect 
a physical link to ODCMP. They also control the moJdem 
signals necessary for proper operation. These slgnals may be 
implicit in enabling the link (i.e., turn Data Terminal Ready 
(DTR) on) or explicit via modem control commands to allow 
DOCMP to directly control the modem. Typical commands ,.ight 
be: 

Enable link. This commam1 connects the drlver to UDCMP 
and turns DTR on. 
Disable link. This command disconnects the driver 
from ODCMP and turns DTR off. 

2. Buffer Management. Received message blocks are pas;;ed to 
DOCMP via buffers. The buffers may be (a) individually given 
to the driver via Re.;eive commands or (b) initially allocilted 
to the driver 1n a Set buffers command or the Enable link 
command. In this second mode there must also be a commarj 
for DOCMP to return the buffers to the driver. On 
disconnection (Disable link command), the buffers must be 
returned to ODCMP or a buf~er pool. 

3. Transmit a 810ck. This command passes a block to the driver 
for transm1ssion. The request mlght 1nclude one of the 
following options: (a) proceed with a synchronization 
sequence; (~) end with a pad; (cl calculate CRC; or (dl 
shutdown the transmitter after t1,e message. These ~ptions 
depend on the preclse d1v1sion of functions between the 
driver and protocol. 

4. R£!ceive a Block. This command passes buffe.:s to the delver 
if 1ndividual explicit buffers are used. Otherwise, the 
driver might simply queue received blocks to DDCHP using 
buffers from a previously Obtained pool (as noted in 2). 
This command may also request the dr iver to resynchron1ze or 
reframe the receiver or there may be a separate Resync 
Receiver command. 

Set Parameters. If the driver design is protocol 
independent, this command m1ght be 1ncluded to set such 
parameters as synchronlzation sequences and the CRC 
polynomial. 
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3.2.2 Responses From The Driver - The oriver issues the following 
responses: 

1. Moaem Status. The driver returns lIIodem signals, such as Data 
Set Ready (DSR), if appropriate to the interface. 

2. Recejved Block. The oriver passes a receiveo oata block to 
DOCMF. Depending on the functional split between the dtivet 
ana DDCMP, the dtiver lIIay calculate CRC (either in the drivet 
or device itself) ana pass this status with the block. When 
DDCMP is finished with the buffer it returns it to the ativer 
via eith~r tal a Receive commano Of (b) a Retutn Buffer 
command. depenoing on the buffeting scheme useO. 

3. TranSlllit Complete. The orivet will notify DDCMP when a 
previous Tral'ulillit a Slack command has been cOlllpleteG. 

~D~DDmD·· 
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This section df/'scribes the message formats of DDCMP. Data is 
exchanged over DDCMP links between the data source (master) and data 
sink (slave) within numbered data messages. Responses and control 
i."formation are returned from the slave to the master within 
unnumbered control messages. Stations contain both a master and 
slave. For the purpose of exchanging data, the station plays the role 
of master or slave depending on whether it is transmitting or 
receiving the data. It is a distinction used for easy understanding 
and explanation of ODCMP. In reality, data is usually exchanged in 
both oirections. In the following explanation only a single direction 
is describeo. 

Each oata message carr ies a number assur ing correct message sequencing 
at the Slave. The numbering begins with nUlllber one after 
initialiZation via the STR'r/STACII: control message sequence and is 
incremented by one (modulo 256) for each subsequent data lIIessage. Th~ 
Slave always acknowledges the correct receipt of data messages by 
returning the lllessage nUliber as a response either in the response 
field of nu'/!'bered oata messages going in the reverse direction. or. in 
an ACK unnumbereo control message. For efficiency, an a.::knowledgment 
of the data message with number n implies an acknowleOgment of all 
oata messages sent up to and including data message number n. 
Retransmission is used to recover from errors. The error recovery 
aechaniSIII uses tillleouts and HAK and REP control messages to 
resynchronize and cause retransmission if required. All messages also 
include station adoresses and link .-ontrol flags for use on multipoint 
and half-duplell: channels. 

4.1 Notation 

The following notation is used to describe the messages: 

Fielo (length) : coding = description of field 

Field - the name of the field being descr iced 

length· the length of the field as: 
(I) a number meaning the numbet of B-bit bytes or 
(2) a number fOllowed by a B meaning the number of bits 

c:.oding = the representation type used: 

B • Binary 
BM ., bit map (each bit has independent meaning) 
C .. constant 
Hull ., interpretation data dependent 

Fields in separate messages that have the identical name are the 
field and have identical meaning. 

~D~DDmD "' 
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All numer ic values in tbis docwnent 
representation unless otberwise not.'d. 

sbown in decimal 

All beader ::ields and bytes of data are transmitted low-order or 
least-significant bit first on tbe data links unless otherwise 
specified. 

4.2 Data Messages 

Numbered data lllessages carry user data over DDCMP links. The forlllat 
of a numbered message is: 

+---+-----+-----+----+---+----+------+----+------+ 
I SOHI COUNT! FLAGSl RESP INCMlADDRlBLKCKlIDATAIBLKCK2! 
+---+-----+-----+----+---+----+------+----+------+ 

SOH (1) = C - tbe nUlllbered data message identifier. 
value of 129 (octal - 281). 

COUNT(14B) : B • tbe byte count field. It specifies tbe nurr.~er of 
8-bit bytes in the DATA field. The value zero is 
not allowed. 

FLAGS (2BJ : 8M .. tbe link flags. Tbey are used to control link 
ownersbip and message synchronization. Tbese 
flags are: 

bi til. quick sync flag (OSYNC flag). used to 
notify tbe receiver that tbe next lIless;;,ge 
will not abut tbis message and 
resynchroni:il:ation sbould follow this 
message. The quick sync flag reduces the 
length of sync sequences un syncbronous 
links. 

bit 1 • select flag (SELECT flag). used to control 
tranSllission ownersbip on lIlultipoint and 
balf-duple:x linkS. Reverses link 
direction on half-duplex links. Invites a 
tr ibutary to send and signals end of 
tributary selection on multipoint links. 
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: RESP(1) 

: MUM(l) : B -

ADDR(l) ; B .. 

BLKCKI (2) : B .. 

DATA (COUNT) .. 
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COUN'l' and FLAGS forlll a 2-byte quantity. The first 
byte contains the 8 low-order bits of the COUll'l'. 
The second byte contains the 6 high-order hits of 
the COUN'i'. the SELECT flag the highest order or 
1II0st significant bit of the byte. and the QSYNC 
flag the next bit in the byte. 

lSIQtCOONTI 

high order bit 
tran81litted last 

low order bit 
transmitted fil:st 

the response nlllllber. It is used to acknowleoqe 
correctly received _ssages (the piggybacked ACKI. 
It is the nwnber of the last consecutive correctly 
received lDessage received from the addressed 
station by the station transmitting this message. 
It implies that all unacknowledged messages 
between the one acknowledged in the last RESP 
field teceived and the one acknowledged by tbis 
RESP field (modulo 2S6). have been teceived 
correctly. 

the translllit nUlllbet. It is used to denote the 
nWlber of this data message. 

the station address field. It is used to 
designate the address of tributary stations on 
lIIultipoint links. Stations on point-to-point 
links use the address value 1. 

the block check on the nulllbeted lIIessage headet. 
It is cOlIIPuted on SOH through ADOR using the 
CRC-16 polynolllial (X~16+XAIS+X~2+l). BLXCKI is 
initialized to zero priot to computation and 
transmitted X~IS bit first. on teception the 
inclusion of BLKCKI in the computation will result 
in a zero remainder or cae if no errors exist. 
See Appendix C for a descr iption of CRe 
computation. 

the nUlllbered message data field. This field is 
totally transparent to the protocol and haS no 
restrictions on bit pattetns. groupings. or 
interpretations. The only requirement ia that it 
contain the number of II-bit bytes specified in the 
COutrr field. 

BLJ:CK2(2) : B - the block check on the data field. It is computed 
on the OATA field only using the polynomial and 

mOmDOmO ~~'AO;~::'. 'A ,1;;~,,~que descr ibed above for BUCkl. 
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4.3 Control Messages 

Unnumbered control messages carry channel control inforlllation, 
transmission status, and initialization notification between the 
protocoJ. mOdules themselves. The individual fields are specific for 
each type of control III !ssage. Control lIIessages have the following 
general form: 

+---+----+-------+-----+----+----+----+------+ 
~~~~!::~~~~~~::~~!:~~~!~:~~!~~~~!~~~~!~~~~~:! 

where: 

ENOCl) : C .. the unnumbered control message identifier. It has 
a value of 5 (octal - B85). 

TYPE (1) : 8 = the control message type. This value denotes each 
control a:essage. 

SUBTYPE (68) : 8. the SUbtype or type mOdifier field. It provides 
additional informo!!tion for some message types. 
Its use is specific for each lIIessage type. 

FLAGS (29) : BM. the link flags. They are the saJlle as described 
for numbered data messages (See Section 4.2). 

RCVR(l) : B = the control message receiver field. It is used to 
pass information from the data message receiver or 
slave station to the data message sender or master 
station. Its use is specific for each control 
message type. 

SNDR(l) : B .. the control ... essage sender field. It is used to 
pass information from the data message sender or 
master to the data message receiver or Slave. Its 
use is specific for each control message type. 

ADDRel) : B .,. the station address field. It is the same as 
described for nl1lllbered data messages (See Section 
4.21. 

BLKCK3(2) : B .. the block check on the control message. BLKCK3 is 
computed on fields ENQ through ADDR using the 
polynomial and technique described for numbered 
data message BLKCKl (See Section 4.2). 
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NOT. 

I The COllUllOn fields in data and control aessages are in the same 
I position relative to the beginning of the lIIessage. The two types line 

up as follows: 

+---+-------------+-----+-----+----+----+------+----+------+ 
150HI C 0 U N T !FLAG5IRESP I NUM!ADDR1BLKCK1!DATA!BLKCK2! 
+---+-----+-------+-----+-----+----+----+------+----+------+ 
!ENQI'l'YPE !5UB'l'YPE!FLAG5!RCVR !5NDR!ADDRIBLXCK.3! 
+---+-----+-------+-----+-----+----+----+------+ 

4.3.1 Acknowledge Message lACK) - The ACK lIessage is used 
acknowledge the correct receipt of nUlllbered data messages. It conveys 
the sallie information as the RE5P field in nUlibered lIIessages and is 
used when acknowledgments are I:equired. and when no nUlllbered messages 
are to be sent in the reverse direction. The forlll of the ACK message 
is: 

+---+-------+------+-----+----+----+----+---_ .. _+ 
! EIIO! ACKTYPE! ACKSUB ! FLAGS! RESP I FILL !ADDR! BLKCK) ! 
+---+-------+------+---+----+---+----+------+ 

where: 

ENO (11 : C = the cont-rol message identifier. 

, ACKTYPE(1) : C .. the ACK message type with a value of 1. 

ACKSUB(6B) : C = the ACK subtype wit;h a value of 8. 

FLAGS (2B) : BM • the link flags. 

RESP (1) the response number used to acknowledge correctly 
received messages. It is the same as described 
for nUllibered data messages (See Section 4.2). 

FILL(1) a fill byte with value B. 

ADDRII) the stat.ion address field. 

BLKCX) (2) : B = the contra]. message hlock check. 

i 4.3.2 Negative Acknowledge Message (NAIt) - The NAIt message is used to 
pass errOl: information from the slave f',r data receiver) to the master 
(or data sender). The error reason i.1 ~"cluded in the subtype field. 
The NAIt lIIessage also includes the same information as the ACK message. 
thus serving two functions: acknowledging previously received 
messages and notifying the master of some error condition. The form 

o~IIIID11~,~'"j,·~· "" 
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i +---+-------+------+-----+----+----+----+-----+ 

! !~~~!~~~~:~~!~~~~!~~~!~~~!~:~~!~~~~!~~~:~:! 

I whel:e: 

, ENO(1) : C .. the contl:ol message identifiel:. 
I 
I NAKTYPE 11) the NAK message type with a value of 2. 

i REASONI6B) the NAil: el:l:OI: I:eason. Identifies the soul:ce 
I:eason for the NAK. i 
1. El:l:ol: usually due to tl:anslllission mediulII: 

Value an-J Reason 

1 ., header block check el:rOI: (data message 
BLKCKl 01: contl:ol message BLKCK3). 

2 - data field block cbeck erl:ol: (data 
_ssage BLXCX2). 

3 - REP I:esponse. 

2. El:l:or usually due to computel:/intel:face: 

Value. and Reason 

8 ... buffel: telDpol:al:ily unavailable. 
9 .. I:<!ceive ovel:l:un. 
16 • message too long. 
17 • message headel: format errol:. 

FLAGS (2B) = BM. the link flags. 

: RESP III : B • the response number used to acknowledge correctly 
received messages. Ito'ben used in a NAK message 
usually implies sOlDe error in a message with 
nwnbel: RESP+l (mooulo 256) 01: beyond. 

FiLL (1) : C • a fill byte with a value of I. 

ADDR(1J : B - the station address field. 

i BLKCK3(2) : B .. the control message block check. 
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! 4.3.3 Reply To Message Ilum~er (REP) - The REP message is used to 
i request E:eceived message status from the slave or data receivel;. It 

I is usually sent wben the master haS transmitted data messages and has 
not received a reply within a timeout period. The response tc) a REP 

I ::c:t!~~r :~l A~S~~q::K p~:~~~e!~~ ~~n~h~;h~~e t::s~;:~e ;:: ~~r:a~f ~~! 
i REP message is: 

+---+-------+------+-----+----+---+----+-_ .. _--+ 
! ERQ! REPTYPE! REPSUBI FLAGS I FILL! NUM I ADDRI BLKCK 31 
+---+---- ---+-----+-----+----+---+----+------+ 

i where: 

: ENQ{l) ; C '" t.he control lIIessage identifier. 

, REPTYPE(lJ ; C .. the REP message type with a val:Je of 3. 

, REPSUB(6BI : C '"' t.he REP subt.ype with. a value c-f .... 

, FLAGS (281 ; 8M - the link flags. 

'FILL(l) : C - a fill by~e "ith a value of I. 

: NDM(l) H.e nUIDbet of the last sequential numbeted data 
message (not including rettanslllissions) sent by 
the IIIGlItet. This is compared against the numbet 
(If the last <ilequential message teceived by the 
sl'1.ve an': results in either an ACK being returned 
if they agree or a NAIt if they do not. The NAlt 
will contain the number of the last sequential 
mfsl1Iage that' '''as recei·/!d. 

ADDRll) ; B .. the station address field. 

BLKCK3(2) : B" the control message block check. 

4.3.4 Start ~ssage ISTR'rl - T!le STRT message is used to establish 
initial contact anc. sychronization on a DDCMP link. It is used only 
on link I1Itartup or teinitialization. It operates with the start 
acknowledge mes!Jage STACK described below. The start sequence resets 
lIlessa;Je nll!llbering at the transmitter and addressed receiver. The form 

I of ':he STRT Wlessage is: 

+---+---- ----+-------+-----+----+----+----+------+ 
I ENOl STRTTYPEI STRTSUB I FLAGS! FILLI FHLIADDR! BLKCK3! 
+---+--------+-------+-----+----+----+----+------+ 

where: 

ENQ (1) : C - the control message identifier. 

~DmDDmD,.:.,·:~:; .. 
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STRTTYP£(1) the STRT message type with a value of 6. 

STRfSUBi6B) the STRT subtype with a value of II. 

FLAGS(2B} : 

FILL(l) 

FILL(l) 

ADDR(I} 

BLKCIC3 (2) : B = 

the link flags. For STRT, both flags are 
(flag valua of 3). 

a fill "yte with a value of II. 

a fill byte with a value of II. 

the station address field. 

the control mes~age bloch check. 

4.3.5 Start Acknowledge Message (STACIC) - The messag'~t is 
returned in response to a STRT when the station has completed 
initiali.zation and reset message numbering. The form of the STACK 
message is: 

+---+--------+-------+-----+--_ .. +----+----+----- .+ 
I ENO! STCKTYPE! STCI'SUB! FLAGS! FILL! FILL!ADDR! BLKCK3! 
+---+--------+---. --+-----+----+----+----+------+ 

where: 

ENQ(l} 

STCKTYPE (1) 

STCKSUB(6B) 

FLAGS (2B) : 

FILL(l) 

FILL(l) 

ADDR(l) 

BLKCIC3 (2) : B = 

the control message identifier. 

the STACK message type with Q \'alue of 7. 

the STACK subtype with a value of 0. 

the link flags. For STACK, both flags are 
(flag value of 3). 

a fill byte with a value of 0. 

a fill byte with a value of II. 

the control message block check. 
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The DDCMP protocol operates in two basic modes: (I) on-line or the 
norlllal running mode and (2) off-line or the lIIaintenance mode. The 
·previous messages and operation describe the on-line noode. The 
off-line or' maintenance mode may be used for basic diagnostic testing 
and simple operating procedures such as bootstrapping, down-line 
loading. or dURlping. It provides a basic er,velope COlllpatible with 
DDCMP framing, link management, and t'le CRC check for bit errors, but 
does not include any error recovery. retranslDission time-outs. 0: 
sequence cheCkS. All these functions. if neceS;lary, are handled by 
the user of this mode within the data field. The lIIaintenance message 
is similar in format to the data message. The forlllat of the 
maintenance message is: 

+---+-----+-----+----+----+----+------+-_ .. _+------+ 
!DLE I CODNT!FLAGS! FILLI FILL!ADDRIBLKCKI !DATA! BLKCK21 
+---+-----+-----+----+----+----+------+----+------+ 

DLE(I) : C.. the I\laintenance message identifier, has the 
144 (22I1-octall. 

COUNT(14B) : B '" the byte count field. specifies the number of 
a-bit bytes in the DATA field. The value zero is 
not allow~d. 

FLAGS (2B) • C.. the link flags. Both flags are 
maintenance messages (flag value of 3). 

FILL(l) a (ill byte with a value of I. 

FILL(l) a fill byte with a value of II. 

ADDR(l) the station address field. 

BLICKl (2) : B .. the header block check on fields OLE through ADDR. 
Same as descr ibed for data lIIessaqes (See Section 
4.2). 

DATA (COUNT) .. the data field. It consists of COtJNT a-bit bytes. 

BLKCK2(2) • B ,. the block check on the DATA field only. Same as 
described f-lr numbered data messages (See Section 
4.2). 
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i 5.1 

I The DOCMP functions may be geouped into theee aeeas: Feaming, Link 
I Management, and Message Excbange. These functional cOlllponenttl aee; 

! Feaming The peocess of locating tbe beginning and end of a 
lIIessage. It may involve bit, byte, and message 
syncbeoni:zation. once feuing is accomplished the 
peotocol opee.e.tes at the 109ical lIIessage level. 
both sending and eeceiving message blocks. 

! Link Management 

Message Exchange 

5.1 Framing 

The peocess of conteolling the teanslldssion and 
eeception on links connected to two oe 1II0ee 
teansllittees and/oe eeceivees on a co .... on signal 
channel. This is teue of half-duplex and 
IIIUltipoint links. Theee must be an orderly 
mechanism foe the proper receiver to identify its 
data and for only one transmitter on a COllllllon 
signal channel to be active at a given tillle. 

The process of transfeeeing user data OVtor the link 
sequentially and without bit ereors. DDCMP is a 
positive acknoviedglllent retransillission protocol, 
eetuening an indication to the transmittee for each 
message that has been successfully received. 

1 The baSic concepts of framing were presented in Section 2.5. This 
section discusses the specific details of frallling for each link t.ype 
on which DDCMP opecates. FC8lling occucs at the bit, byte, and mes,;age 
levelS. 

Bit framing is handled by the modems and intecfaces. and is not a part 
of this standard. 

5.1.1 Byte Fralling - This process entails frallling on the pcopec a-bit 
byte sequence so that bits lIay be gcouped into llleaningful a-bit bytes. 
Byte feaming diffees foe each type of link employed. The byte framing 
peoceduees for asyncheonous, syncheonoutlo, and paeallel links are 
peovide(l belOW. 

1. Asynchronous Links. ODCMP operates on serial asynchronous 
links using 8-bit bytes. Byte fralling is inheeent in the 
asynchconous opecation. An asynchronous link is a 
communications path that has no fixed time relationship 
between bytes. When bytes are to be sent. the link is 
activated. When there is no byte flow the link remains in a 
steady state. This steady state is called the mark state, I 

~DmDD~,::~,it';:.,n.~R,-,~t,~,te. or Z condition and by convention is the 
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--------------------------------
binary 1 c';)ndition. For seRdine; a byte (or a bits) over thE' 
line, the fraaing technique used is based on a start and a 
stop bit placed at each end of the byte. 

The presence of the start bit is recognized by the receiving 
computer as a change frolll the 1 to iii state. This change (a) 
starts the receiver saap1ing the line at preset timing 
intervals and (bl tells the receiver that the next a bits 
will be the data byte followed by a ninth bit, the step bit. 
An important consideration is that there is no framing until 
the start bit 1s received for each byte. 

A potential problem on asynchronous links is that framing may 
be lost during the transmission of multiple abutting bytes 
(i.e., where the next start bit illlll.ediately follows thO'! 
preceding stop bit). If the receiver shifts 4.n bit timing. 
it may time its search for a start bit at the exact interv;tl 
when a data bit with the same value as the start bit is 
received. The receiver would then think that the next eight 
bits were data. look for the stop bit, and wait for the next 
start bit to reffallle. The error will be caught by the block 
check for the current lIIessage but lIIay lead to lIIisframin9 and 
missing the next message if uncorrecte.J. 

The solution to synchronization on asynchronous links 
specifies that the transmitter must either send an all ones 
byte DEL (value 255. or 377 octal I or idle the link for HI 
bit times when resynchronization is required. This technique 
",ill guarantee proper byte framing for the next byte at the 
receiver. The receiver does not look for this DEL, it simply 
causes proper framing on the nellt byte. If the DEL is 
received, it is ignored when resyncing. On asynchronous 
links bytes always abut due to their independence from each 
other in time. So resynchI.anization is required only for 
error recovery and is not required preceding messages where 
the link has just been id).e for some tillle. 

2. Synchronous Links. DDCMP operates on ser ial synchronous 
links using a-bit bytes. Bit tillling is provided by the modelll 
or superimposed on the data signal. On synchronous links, 
byte fralling is established by searching for a unique a-bit 
pattern or sequence in the bit stream. Once this is found 
every a bits forms the next byte. Thio pattern is called the 
sm byte (value 158. or 226 octal). The receiver must 
locate and lock on to a sequence of two consecutive SYN bytes 
to achieve byte synchronization. The transmittet lIIust send 
four or more SYN bytes to allow for the loss from 
missynchronization and hardware interface constraints. 
Additional SYN bytes are passed over on receive while 
searching for the first non-SYN byte. This sequence of f at 
lIIore SYN bytes is the synchronous synchronization sequence. 

Since tilling between bytes is determinate, lIIessages must 
~D~DDmD~~~~,:::al).u~" .. {~ .. e .. the first byte of the next message 
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illlilediately followo the last byte of the cu.:rent message with 
no intervening time) or byte .,framing is ass\Uled lost 
following the end of the current lIIessage. The nellt message 
Ilust reestablish or resynchronize byte fralling at the 
receiver. This resynchronization requires the next message 
to be preceded by a synchronization sequence. On some 
cOllllllunication interfaces (usually block-oriented or OM type) 
received data may be buffered in tt.e device and by the time 
the software driver determines that the nezt message does not 
abut, the device may have buffered .. any bytes fUrther abead 
on the link. Therefore, on synchronous links, a long 
synchronization sequence is required whe:'l messages do not 
abut to account for the potential buffering in tbe interface. 
This value is the nUlilber passed over or buffered by the 
device plus 4 !lOre fer resynchronh:ation. Current devices 
and prograllllling techniques i.ave set the long sync sequence to 
8 or lIIOre 8YN bytes. This allows for 4 bytes of buffering in 
the device followed by the 4-byte SYN sequence. A feature 
has been included in DDCMP that can be used to reduce the 
length of this sequence and improve efficiency of the 
protocol. This is implemented via the QSYNC or quick sync 
flag present in all messages. 

If set in a message, the QSYNC flag notifies the receiver 
that the next message will not abut and the synchronization 
sequence preceding the ne:J[t. message lIIay be t.he sbort 
sequence. When t.he transmitter knows the next message will 
not abut. the current message, it. &nay set the QSYNC flag. The 
receiver seeing this may set resynchronization on the device 
illllleoiately following the current message without looking 
aheao into t.he next. message (and possibly requir ing a long 
synchroniZation sequence Clue to device buffering). This 
allows t.he receiver to sync on a sbort sequence. A long 
sequence lIIay always be useo; t.he additional sync bytes are 
simply ignored. 

3. Parallel Linl:.s. If t.he t.ranSllission rate over the link is a 
multiple of 8 bits, then byte framing is inherent on the 
link. If the t.ransmission rat.e is a mult.iple of some ot.her 
number of bits, t.hen other means must be sought t.o achieve 
byte framing. Such a way is not. currently specifie(l by this 
st.andard. 

5.1.2 Message Framing - Message framing is aChieved by searching for 
one of t.he three starting lIIessage bytes SOH, ENQ, or OLE. one of 
these bytes must. appear immediately after t.he byte framing sequ~nce or 
i_ediat.ely aft.er the previous message's last. byt.e (if abutting). If 
these bytes do not appear at the receiver in t.he proper locat.ion, then 
the next lIIessage will not abut and byte framing is assumed lost. Once 
one of these starting bytes is found, the en~ of the message is 
determined by a single set of rules for all link t.ypes ~ 
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1. If the starting byte is SC,!l or DLE then: the neJ;t 5 bytes 
will complete the message header, followed by 2 bytes of 
header block check (CRe), followed by COUNT bytes of data 
(where COUNT is the 14-bit field following SOH or OLE) r 

followed by 2 bytes of data block Check. 

2. If the starting byte is ENO then: the next 5 bytes will 
complete the message, followed by 2 bytes of header block 
check. 

, The data field is totally transpare.lt. No pattern searching is done 
once the starting byte is found. If the header eRe is in error the 
framing stops and resynchroni:zation will occur (see section 5.3, 

,Message Ezchange). If the station is a mUltipoint tributary and the 
ADDR in the header does not mat~h the station addres.~ the tr ihutary 
still tracks the message by framing it (see section 5.2, Link 
Management) • 

In some cases, where errors caused by the loss of synchronization on 
synchronous links have resulted in one or more bits being either 
removed or added, the performance of the eRC block check is not as 
good /;IS in case~ of simple bit changes. To increase the error 
detection capability in these cases, the following additions should be 
made to the techniques descI:ibed",,-hove (synchronous only): 

Transmission - Whenever idling the link, enSUI:e that the tI:ansm.ission 
ends witt. 8 or lDOI:e 1 bits (DEL bytes). This is a restriction on the 
optional leadeI: pI:eceding a sync sequence separating messages, and on 
the tI:ailer, befoI:e shutdown, where the modem lIIay requiI:e 2 or more 
DEL bytes. 

Reception - (Optional to achieve better dete-::tion capability). After 
I:eceiving the end of a data message with a valid CRC, do not process 
until one mOI:e byte is I:eceived. Discard the message (tI:eat as a data 
CRC erroI:) if this byte is not either: DEL, SYN, SOB, ENO, OI: DLE. 

5.1.3 Synchronization - Synchroni:zat1.on . is the pI:ocess of 
establishing b01:h byte and message framing. 

5.1.3.1 Receiver Synchronization - Synchrcnization takes place at the 
receiver under the following conditions: 

1. Initially on receiver start-up, or for half-duplez and 
multipoint operation on link turnaround or selection (see 
section 5.2, Lin!: Management). 

2. If messages do not abut (i.e., the next abutting byte is not 
SOH, ENO or OLE). 
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3. If the QSYNC flag is set in the message, 
resynchronize at the end of the message. 

4. If a block check (CRC:) error or other error occurs that might 
have caused synchronization to be lost (e.g., receiver 
overrun). 

, "nle receiver should track the link as lIIuch as possible and only 
I resynchrunize when synchronization may have been lost. This will 
; increase the efficiency in receiving abutting messages and reduce the 
! ~~~~~Ing o~r~~~;~~~niZin9 on a false message inside a data message (the 

5.1.3.2 'transmitter Synchronization - The transmitter will 3end a 
synchroo:.ization sequence prior to transmitting messages under the 
following conditionSl 

1. Initially or transmitter start-up or following link 
turnaround (half-duplex and multipoint). 

2. If a lIIultipoint centrol station when changing the ADDR in 
lIIessages to different tributa!ies. 

3. If messages do not abut (synchronous mode only - they always 
abut in the asyncbtonous mode). 

If QSYNC is set in the current message, precede the next 
message wi th the sync sequence. 

5. In the next lIIessage sent after receiving aNAl:. 

Pteceding all control (ENOl lIIessages except ACK. A 
synchronization sequence will also precede an ACK if one of 
the other conditions is satisfied. 

7. Preceding all maintenance mode (MAINT) messages. 

8. Pre..:eding all messages with the SELECT flag on (see section 
5.2, Link HanageDlent). 

9. Preceding the next message if a hardwarejcriver error (e.g., 
overrun) occurs while tranSmitting the current message. 

The transmitter Should send a synchtonization sequence when it 
believes synchronization Dlay have been lost at the receiving end. 
Preceding every message with a a synchronization sequence is legal in 
the protocol but will reduce tbe potential ovetall efficiency. 
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5.1. 3. 3 Synchronization Rules - Table 
Synchronization -rulecs. 

Table 5-1. Summary of Synchronization Rules 

Type of Framing 

,1. Byte Framing 

Asynchronous: 

Synchronous: 

2. Message framing 

Hode - Synchroni;!;ation Rules 

Transmitter 

inherent in transmission 
(none for DDCMP) 

Send an all ones byte or idle the 
link for a 1" bit time interval. 
Not required on initial message or 
1 ink turnarounds. 

- Sea-rch for 2 adjacent SYN bytes. 
Str ip any mor", abutting. 

Transmit':er - Send short sequence if: 

1. Initial message (after 
startup) or link turnaround. 

2. QSYNC set in previous message. 

Send long sequence if: 

1. QSYNC not set in prevlous 
message (not initial message). 

Receiver - Search for SOlI, ENQ, DLE immediately 
following byte framing. 

After SOE or DLE: 

Header '" 5 bytes 
CRC = 2 bytes 
Data '"' COUNT bytes 
CRC = 2 bytes 

After ENQ..:. 

Header = 5 bytes 
eRC '" 2 byt~s 
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Transmitter - Send message iauaediately after byte 
framing sychronization sequence. 

1. The recolllJllended short synchronization sequence is 4 
SYN bytes. 

2. The recommended long synchronization sequence is 8 
SYN bytes. 

3. In relilponse to a NAK. to assure that a receiver is in the 
reframing lIode and has not already fralled on an erroneous 
message, the transmitter may optionally increase the 
synchronization sequence to: 

8 ~ - more all ones bytes (OEL bytes - 255.) for the 
asy ,1ronous mode. 

b. 1" or more SYN bytes (IS".) for the synchronous mode. 

4. A simple implelllentation lIIay preceoe all messages with a sync 
sequence. It may also always send a long synchronizat;,on 
sequence. at some cost in time and efficiency, since extra 
SYN bytes are ignored. 

5. If modems and/or interfaces require PAO sequences to clear 
tnem ano to assure transmission of the last message byte 
prior to transmitter shutdown tt-ey Should use all ones bytes 
(DEL byt",·s - 255.) for synchronous and asynchronous mOdes. 

5.2 Link Management 

Link managelllent is the process of controlling the transmission and 
reception of data on links where there may be two or more transmitters 
and/or receivers actively connected to the same signal ehannellil. This 
will be true of half-dupleJ:, point-t-:l-point links, l.S well as full
and half-duplex lIultipoint links. On half-duplex links. only one 
transmitter may be active at a time; on full-duplex links. only one 
transllitter may be active in each direction on the link at a time. 

A station on such a link may tranSliit when it has been selected or 
: granted ownership of the link. This ownership is passed by use of the 

SELECT flag eJ:isting in all messages. A SELECT flag set in a received 
message llliows the ilddressed station te transmit after completing 
reception of the I!Iessage. The SELECT flag also means that the 
transmitter will cease transmitting after the message is sent. if this 
is necessary for the proper operation of the link type. The process 
of receiving a valid SELeCT flag and transmitting is called selection. 
The interval between receiving the SELECT flag. transmitting, and 

~D~DDmD·· 
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terminating selection by send;ng a SELECT flag is called the selection 
interval. A SELECT flag may be sent and received in any DCCMP 
mE'ssage. If there is no lIIessage tc. send and a SELECT flag needs to be 
transmitted, the ACK liIessage is used for seneing the flag. A 
selection tilller is used to detect a lost SELECT flag. It is started 
when a station is selectee and reset when valid lIIessages are being 
received. If it ezpires, no message was receivee for a timer interval 
and it is assumed the messages with the SELECT flag set were either 
transmittee or received in error. 

The length of a selection int.erval depends on t.he response and 
t.hroughput. considerations of a particular implementation or syst.em. 
Nhen a station is selected, it Should limit. the lengt.h of t.he 
selection interval to some maximum perioe. eit.her: al by using a 
tilller to t.ime t.he lengt.h of the int.erval, b} by u~ing a counter to 
count t.he number of bytes t.ranSllli'.:ted, or cJ by lilllit.ing t.he number of 
data messages transmitted during the selection int.erval. If no 
ezplicit. limit. is implelllent.ed for half euplez point-to-point and 
multipoint stations, translllissions .... ill event.ually cease due to 
uacknowledged eata lIIessages ezhatlsting buffer capaci t.y or sequence 
numbe.:s. If no explicit. limit is implement.ed ior full-duplex 
multip;:)int. stat.ions, t.he selection interval might never t.erminate, 
since messages may be acknowleged as other lIIessages are being 
translDittee. Therefore full-duplez mult.ipoint. stat.iona must have an 
explicit limit. to their select.ion interval. 

When t.here are t.wo or more receivers on a link (mult.ipoint) the ADDR 
field ia used to address the tributary stations. A mUlt.ipoint 
configuration consists of a single control stat.ion and a number of 
t.ributary st.ations. In a poir.c-to-point. configuration both stat.ions 
are conaidered control stations. Address -1- is used in the ADDR 
field on point-to-point linkS. Addresses 1-255 are used t.o address 
t.ribut.aries on lIIultipoint links and app<!ar in the ADDR field of all 
messages bot.h co and frolll trib'Jtaries. Address -,,- is reserved. A 
t.ribut.ary will only accept. messages that cont.ain its address (after 
CRC checks) and will ignore all ot.hers. Only SELECT flags set (Le. 
on) in messages with t.he matching tributary address <'.re accepted as 
selecting the addressed st.ation. 'l'be SELECT flag is always set in 
STRT, STACK, and MAINTENANCE messag-es for all link t.ypes. The 
st.art-up procedure and maintenance I1IOde operat.e in t.he half-duplex, 
single lIIessage at.-a-time mode for consistency on all ... ink types. 

5.2.1 Link Management On Full-Duplex Point-To-Point Links - There is 
effectively no link man .. gement on these linkS. Both stations are 
cont.rol stat.ions an:'! always selected. 'l'he address value 1 is used in 
the ADDR field of all .e~sages. 't'he checking of this address is 
opt.ional on recept.ion. For all messages other than STRT, STACK, and 
MAINT. in wnich the SELECT flag- is set, the SELECT flag is optional in 
t.he full-duplez point-to-point mode and ill essent.ially ignored. That 
is, it may be optionally set on transmission but. is not Checked on 
reception. 

~D~DDmD 
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5.2.2 Link Management On Balf-DI'plex Point-To-Point Links - As in the 
full-duplex lIIode, both stations are control stations and use the ADDR 
value 1. Checking of this on reception is optional. Stations 
transfer control back and fort~ by use of the SELECT fl"'g. A station 
setting the SELECT flag in a message invites the othee station to 
translllit and w:'ll shut down its transmitter at the end of the current 
lIIessage after £'cnding a nUlllber of DEL pad bytes appropriate to the 
modem and circuit. A station receiving a valia mel'sage with the 
SELECT flag set will transmit after completion of reception of the 
current message. The station ends its selection interval with the 
SELEI"'T flag set in its last message transferring control back to the 
other station. 

Whll!n a station senas a SELECT it starts a selection timer. The 
selection tilller is stopped and restarted when a valia dat.a message. 
maintenarce message, or control lIIessage is receivedi or when 
resynchronizat.ion occurs at. the receiver. See the message exchange 
section for t.he description of a valid message. The purpose of t.he 
selectior. t.illler is t.o detect. a lost SELECT flag either t.o or from the 
other station. It. also serves to detect a loss of data signal part.way 
t.hrough a message t.hat. may not be detected by other components of t.he 
syst.elll (e.g. loss of siqnal on an asynchronous link after receivinq 
part of the data fiela of a message). preventing deadlocking of t.he 
protocol due to a link failure. If no lIIessage is received when t.he 
timer exp:.res. the station assumes the message sent with the SELECT 
flag was r<!ceived in error or tre lIIessage sent. by the ot.her station 
"'hich cont.ained the ret.urn SELECT was in error. The st.ation assumes 
ownership of the link and transmits as if it had received a valid 
SELECT return. When a stat.ion is selected and transmitt.ing. its 
selection timer is not running. The timer value should be different 
at both stations t.o avoid a deaalock race condition. The value of the 
t.imer must. include such factors as lIIaximum message length, sync 
sequence lengths, link speed, link turnaround time. and processing 
delays. The select.ion timer detects the loss of the SELECT flag by 
tillling the intervl1 it takes t.o receive the longest lIIessage frolll the 
other station. It is reset after every message is received. Typical 
values miqht be on the oraer of a few seconds. To avoid excessive 
overhead, (when thel::e is no data traffic) of constantly turning t.he 
channel around and selecting t.he ot.ber st.ation, a stat.ion can delay 
replying to a selection for a short period of time (typical value 
would be 11-211t of select timer Yalue). The decision to do tbis and 
the value of the delay is based on su..:h fact.ors as: response time 
requirement.s, message queuing delays, turnaround time, and the 
duration of the selection timer. 

5.2.3 Link Management On Full-Duplex MUltipoint Links - DDCMP 
supports configurations with a single control station and up to 255 
tribut.aries. Messages are only exchanged between the control station 
and the t.l::ibutaries. There is no direct tributary to tl::ibutary 
traffic. The Uibutaries use address values 1-255. Tbe6e addresses 
~;;..;;: .... !~ the ADDR field in messages sent both to and frolll 

;:'U~UUt;JU ' 
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Transmission frail the control station to any tributary can be 
siJ!lultaneous with transmission frOIll a selected tributary to the 
control station. The control station must maintain separate error 
counters, starting sequence and state transition logic, and data 
message number sequences for each active tributary. The message,,
transmitted to a g'iven tributary are independent of the mesSageS sent 
to any other tributary. A tributary is only allowed to send after it 
receives a message addressed to it with the SELECT flag on from the 
control station. The coptlol station is allowed to send data lfIessages 
(with SELECT off) to either the tributary it has just selected or to 
any other tributary. The control station is allowed tc transmit 
continuously. A message and associated SELECT flag sO!nt to a 
tributary are valid only if the data lfIessage header CRC, maintenance 
message header CRC. or control message CRC checks and the ADDR field 
matches that of the tributary. 

The control station uses a selection tiller to recover frolll messages 
where the SELECT flag has been transmitted or received in error. It 
operates the same as in the half-duplex, point-to-point case. The 
tributaries have no timer and wait to be selected again after ending a 
selection interval. 

Tributaries only accept messages with their own addresses. A 
tributary is selected by receiving a message with its address with the 
SELECT flag on. It may then transmit and it ends the selection 
interval by setting the SELECT flag in its last message. While 
transmitting it may be sililultaneously receiving messages addressed to 
it. 

The order in which the control station selects tr ibutar ies is not 
defined in this protocol. The control station might select each 
station in turn in round-robin fashion. or it might have one or more 
lists that determine the order and frequency of selection. The lists 
mignt be supplied from a higher level !trace loS or be developed by 
selecting all the possible stations . to deter:lline whl.ch ones are 
on-line. 

A single physical station is allowed to respond to several different 
addresses on a multipoint channel only if it acts as if it were 
multip~e separate tr'.butaries. That is. the control station does not 
know that several addresses are located at a single physical station. 

Once the control station has selected a tributary. it must wait for 
either (l) the addressed tributary returning a message with the SELECT 
f1a9 on, or (2) the selection timer expiring. before selecting another 
tributary. On data and maintenance messages received by the 
tributary, the SELECT flag on is valid if the header CRC and ADDR 
cheek even if the data CRe: is in error. The tributary must wait, 
however, until the entire message is received before starting 
transmission. 

Tributary stations track all llIesEages on the link by framing them and 
accepting only those with matching addresses. They resynchronize only O!D!IIl1!dt.i,.1l9 ,1IIe,ss.ag!!s qr messages with CRC errors. 
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5.2.4 Link Management 0:1 Half-Duplelt Multipoint Links - These 
operate in the same way as the tull-duplelt ll"'itipoint links eltcept 
that the control station must cease transmittin<;: when it selects a 
tributary. It regains control only when (ll It receives a SELECT flag 
from the addressed tributary or (2) tho, selection timer expires. The 
control station will operate in the same manner as the half-duplex 
point-to-point control station does, eltcept tha~ the ADDR field 
addresses one specific tributary: atner than the only other static.n on 
the link. The tr::'butary stations will operate as if they were 
full-duplex tributaries, except, they do not receive while 
transmitting. 

5.2.5 Link Management Summary Rules - Table 5-2 summarizes the 
modes of operation. 

Full-Duplex 
Point-to-Point 
Control Station 

Half-Duplelt 
Point-to-Point 
Control Station 

Link Management Summary 

- Always selected 
- Uses AODR • 1 
- Checks AOOR on receive (optional) 
- SELECT flag set (on) in STRT, STACK, 

MAINTENANCE messages 
- SELECT flag ignor.ed in other messages (may 

be set but not checked on receive) 
- No selection timer 

- Selected alternately 
- Uses ADCR = 1 
- Checks ADDR on receiv,," (optional) 
- SELECT flag turns link around and 

other station 
- SELECT flag set (on) in STRT, STACK 

MAINTENANCE messages 
- Selection timer used by both stations. 

Selection timer rules: 

1. ~~:~~o~~en sending SELECT to select other 

2. Stop and restart when a valid data m.,ssage, 
maintenance message, or cC'ntrol message is 
received. 
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I MODE 

Full-Duplex 
Multipoint 
Control Station 

Full-Duplex 
Multipol.nt 
Tributary Station 

! Half-Duplex 
Multipoint 
Control Station 

~D~DD~D . 

Llnk Management Summary (cont'd) 

3. Stop and restart ... hen resynchronization 
occurs at the recel.ver. 

Stop timer when receJ.ving a SELECT (be1ng 
reselected). 

If the timer explres, treat as if a valid 
SELECT had been received. 

- Always selected 
- Uses tributary address field 

0-255) 
- Checks for proper tr ibutary ADDR on receive 
- SELECT flag set (on) in STRT, STACK, and 

MAINTENANCE messages 
- Start selection timer when s21ecting a 

tributary 
- Timer operates as indicated for H,>lf-Duplex 

Point-to-Po1nt mode 
- Select another tr ibutary when SELECT 1S 

received or selection timer explres 

- Selected on receipt of SELECT ... here CRC and 
ADDR checks 

- Ends selection with SELECT set in last 
message 

- Uses its own addresf in ADDR £leld 
- Accepts received olIessages with matchlng 

ADDR. 
- SELECT flag set in STRT, STACK, 

HAINTENAN<;E messages. 
- No selectlon tlmer for trlbutarles 

- Selected alternately with triburarles 
- Use tributary address in ADDR field 
- Checks for proper trIbutary ADDR on receive 
- SELECT f1"'g set in S7RT, STACK, and 

MAINTENANCE lIIessages. 
- Selection timer used when selecting a 

trIbutary (sallie as for fu11-duplex 
multlpoint control stations) 
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Table 5-2. Link Management Summary (cont'd) 

I 
I MOD!'..' ______ ---"'''''''''''-___________ _ 

Balf-Duplea: 
Multipoint 

I Tr ibutary Station 

5.3 Message Exchange 

- Same as Full-Duplex Multipoint Tributary 
station except that it does not receive 
while transmitting 

Once framing and link management have been handled, mes"'ages are 
exchanged by the DDCMP processes to create a protocol that ensures the 
sequentiality and integrity of data sent via DDCMP. The basic 
concepts of this e)[change were presented in section 2.5 Functional 
Organization. This section presents the details of that message 
ea:change lIechanism. 

Before discussing the actual .sage exchanges, three concepts must 
first be presented: (1) Initialization. (2) Reply Time-outs. and (3) 
Valid messages. 

5.3.1 Initialization - ODCMP can be operated in two modes: (1) the 
on-line or nmning IIIOde and (2) the off-line or maintenance mooe. The 
on-line mode creates the sequential error-free link. The off-line or 
maintenance lIode provides a block check on the data, DDCMP framing, 
and link management procedures. The on-line mode is entered via a 
DDCMP start sequence. This startup or initializatior. resets the 
message numbering. clears out any outstanding messages and prepares 
for the start of data message transfers. The start sequence is 
designed so that both stations lIIust enter the start sequence before 
either station can complete the sequence and the message ea:ehange can 
co_enee. Startup or restart is initiated by the user of DOCMP when 
it first starts up. on a fatal error. usually on a persistent error. 
and wherever else restartinq is appropriate (See Section 6.11. Er[or 
Recordinq). DDCMP does not initiate startup itself. 

5.3.2 Reply Time-outs - A necessary component of ODCMP is the repl~' 
tille-out. The replies to sOllie transmitted messages are tiJlled <lind if 
there is no response within a tillie-out interval thp. exp! ration of the 
tilller triggers sOlie action. The tille-out is nec~ssary to rEcover from 
outages and messages distorted by the link such. th~t e';en framing may 
be lost. Tillle-outs prevent the protocol {rolll being deadlocked. 

The tir.er is keyed to the selec&ion of the other station. That is, 
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the other station is given a chance to respond during a selection 
interval and if no proper response is received befilre the end of the 
selection interval then error recovery is initiated. In full-dup1ez 
point-to-point links, wheore the other I!'tation iF alwa:,'s selected, a 
clock is used as the timer. On the other link configurations, the 
tillle-out interval is set to b~ one selection interval and expires at 
the end of the next selection of the other station. A station is 
given one interval to reply. A IIIOre (letailed (lescriptioll of the 
selection process is given in section 5.2, Link Management. 

Reply timer interval: 

The reply tilller controls the mazimum period a station will wait 
between sending a message and receivinq a proper response before 
taking error recovery action. The tilller interval for each station 
type is as follows: 

Point-to-Poir.t 

Full-duplex, uses a real clock. The clock period is the 
se.me as that of the selection timer used in other mo(les. 
It must inclu(le link delayS, turnaround, processinq and 
message transmission times. A typical value is 3 
seconds. 

Half-duplex: nezt selection interval. The other station 
is given a selection interval in which to respond. The 
other station is selected, it translllits (if it received 
the selection correctly), an(l selection is ended (by the 
other station serding a select or by the selection timer 
expir ing). If the proper reply is not returned in that 
interval the reply timer is assumed to have expired. 

Multipoint 

Full-(luplex-Control Station: Next complete s~lection 
interval. A tributary is given at least one complete 
selection interval in which to reply. For messages 
transmitted to a tributary Which is not selected, 
operation is as described for half-duplez point-to-point 
(see above). For lIIessaqes transmit tad to a tributary 
which is selected, the tributary is expected to reply 
pr ior to the ending of the nezt selection interval rather 
than prior to the endinq of the current interval. That 
is, a reply timet started durinq a selection interval 
does not gxpire until the end of the next selection 
interval, not the current interval. 

Full-duplex-Tributary station: before the nezt 
selection. The tributary station expects the control 
station to reply in the interval starting with the 
tributary sendinq the messaqe (eQuiring the reply, 
completing the current selection, and ending .... ith the 
t;r;,il=!ut.al'¥, b~ing selected aqain by the control station. 
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The fUessage that selects >:he tributary again is included 
in that interval and may contain the valld reply. If 
there is no peoper response within that interval between 
selections the tributary assumes the timer has expLted. 

Half-duplex-Control' :ion: the next selection 
interval. Same as described above for half-duplex 
point-to-point stations. 

Half-duplex-Tributary station: before 
selection. Same as described above for full duplex 
multipoint tributary statlons with the addition that the 
reply cannot be received before ending the current 
selection due to the half-duplex mode. 

Only point-to-point full-duplex control stations use a real clock; 
all others k.ey reply time-out to a selection interval as indicated. 
Half-duplex and multlpoint control statlons use a real clock to time 
the selectlon interval. Tributary stations have no clock and rely on 
the control station for timlng intervals (selection). 

5.3.3 Valid Messages - Only valid messages are processed by the 
protocol. A message that has been properly framed is Checked for: 

Good block checks (header and data). 

b. W.l id message TYPE and SUBTYPE - control messages. 

c. Matching ADDR for multipoint station.s. 

Optionally, a station may check for: 

a. FILL fields for being zero. 

b. ADDR",l for point-to-polnt stations. 

Multipoint tributary stations must ignore messages with header block 

: ~~:;~ou;;ro~~: ~~~ov;~/he ~~~~~~~~nt;t~~i~~: AD~;o~~~:~~_~~~n~elY a~~ 
multipolnt) may process messages with header block cheek errol'S (e.g. 
reply with a NAK), as they would process messages with data block 
check errors. 

i Additional checks are specific to each message and are described in 
, the state tables where appropr late. 
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5.3.4 Messagp. Exchange Variables And States - The following states 
and variable'" are uaed in the mesaage exchange atate tables and 
descriptions. On multipoint links, there is a set of states and 
var iables for each control station - tr ibutary station pair. A 
multipoint link appear;;; as multiple paint-to-point links operating on 
a single physical channel. Arithllletic and comparisons between these 
variables are always 1II0dulo 256. 

5.3.4.1 Data Variables -

R - the number of the highest sequential data message received at this 
station. Sent in the RESP field of data messages, ACK messages, 
and NAK lII~ssages as acknowledgment to the other station. 

N - the number of the highest sequential data lIIessage transmittea by 
this station. Sent in the NUM field of REP messages. N is the 
numbel:: assigned to the last usel:: tl::ansmit I::equest which has been 
transmitted (sent in the NUM field of that data message). 

A - the number of the highest sequential data lIIessage that has been 
acknowledged to this station. Received in the R£SP fiel"O: of data 
messages. ACK messages, and NAK messages. 

T - the numbel:: of the nell:t data message to be transmitted. when 
sending new data messages T will have the value N+l. When 
retl::ansmitting T will be set back to A+l and will advance to N+l. 

x - the nUmber of the last data message that has completed 
transmission. When a new data message has been completely 
transmitted X will have the value N. When retransmitting and 
receiving acknowledgments asynchronously with respect to 
transmission, X will have some value less than or equal to N. 

Other var iables are as defined in the message format section and refer 
to fields in specific messages (e.g., ACK(RESP-IiI) refers to the RESP 
field of an ACK message with value = i). 

Relationship of data variables{lIOdulo 25". aritMletic): 

The data message numbers from A+l to N are the current 
unacknowledged data messages. ACKs within this I::ange 
al::e valid and accepted. ACKs outside this range are 
ignored. 

A < T <- N+l If new data messages are being sent T ~ N+l. If 

~D~DDmD· 

retransmissions are being sent T will lie between A and 
N+l. If an ACK is received that incl::ements A. T is set 
to A+l to start retransmission. possibly skipping some 
data messages in a retransmission sequence already in 
progress. 
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i X <- H 

i 
The last data lIessage ttansmitted is always less than 
at equal to the highest sequential data message 
ttansmitted (H) and lIIay be less than the highest one 
acknowledged (A) due to tettansmissions and the HAKing 
of conttol lIessag-e CRC ettots. 

: 5.3.4.2 COnttol Flag- Vatiables -

T~"3e flag-s conttol the sending of DCeMP conttol messages. They ate 
indicatots specifying which conttol messag-es to send when the 

, ttanSlllittet is idle. 

I SACK - B<J;'Id ACK. This flag- is set when eit.het R is inCtelllented, 
meal.ing a new sequential data lIIessage has been teceived which 
tequites an AtK teply, Ot a REP lIIessage is teceived whiCh 
tequites an ACK teply. The SACK flag is cleared when sending 
eithet a DATA message wit.h the latest RESP field infotmation, 
an ACK with the latest RESP field info["llation, Ot when the 
SNAK flag- is set. 

send NAK. This flag- is set when a teceive ettOt occutS that 
tequites a NAK teply. It is cleated when a NAK message is 
sent with the latest RESP information, Ot when the SACK flag 
is set. 

The SACK and SNAK flags ate mutually exclusive. At most: one will be 
set at a given time. The events that set the SACK flag-. R is 

i incremented Ot a REP is teceived tequirin'l an ACK. also clea, the SNAK 
flag. Shlilarly. the events that set the SNAK flag, reasons for 
sending- a HAK (see 5.3.7). also <::lear the SACK flag. Setting or 
clearing a flag that is already set or cleared respectively has no 
effect. Por the SNAK flag, a reason va::iabh! (or field) is also 
Aaintained which is ovetwritten with the latest NAB: error reason. 
Whenever the SHAK flag is set the MAK reason variable is set to the 
reason for the HAK. 

: SREP - send REP. This flag- is set when a reply timer expires in the 
running- state and a REP Should be sent. It is independent of 
the SACK and SHAB: flags. 

It is -:iesirable for DDCMP illlplelllentations to illlplement the sending of 
control lIlessages via the use of these control flags. Events that 
require control messages to be sent will overwrite previous events, 

,for which the control lIIessages have not yet been sent, and only the 
I necessary control lIIess8ges will be sent. If, g-eneral, this will 
i incr.ease the perforlllance of DOCtlP by e1imina"ing the sending of 
I unnecessary control messages which add to protocol overhead and lIIay 
I result in unnecessary retranS1llissions. It is only necessary to have a 
i single ACK or NAB:. and/or a single REP marked for tranf'Qission with 
, the latest information. A station when selected to transmit lIIust send 

I all pending contr~l lIIessages (i.e., clear all pending- control flag-s) 

, ~D~DDmD:,,':::. 
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It is also possible to implement the sending of control messages via a 
queuing mechani sm, which actually builds and adas control messages to 
the transmit qu*"ue. In this case all events that would CdllSe a 
control me,ssage to be sent must ger;erate a message for the queue. 

protocol stopped and not running. The user Can halt 
the protocol anytime by glving it a stop command (see 
user interface descript:ion). Commands to start cause a 
transition through halted first. 

an atteropt i<:; being made to initialize the protocol via 
an exchange of STRT and S'fACK messages. 'fhis state has 
two internal states. 

1. ISTRT (Initiate Start) sends the STRT message. 

2. ASTRT (Acknowledging Start) 
message. • 

signifies DDCMP is in the on-line roode exchanging data 
messages. 

MAINTEtlANCE - signifies DOCMP is in the off-line mode sending and 
receiving maintenance messages. 

Message Queuing, Reply Tlmers, And Buffering -

M.essages are passed from DDCM.P to a device drive~ for actual 
transmission on the link. They may be passed either one message at a 
time, waiting for a transmi t complete before passing the next one to 
the de iver; or more than one message may be passed to the dt iver, 
lettlng the driver maintain a transmit queue. One message at a time 
is the most efficient method from the message exchange viewpoint, 
since it defers decisions on which message to transmit next to the 
latest possible instant, making use of the latest available 
acknowledgment information. Thls technique, howevet, may not be 
optimal fat implementations requiring high performance via queuing and 
pipelining techniques. The state tables for CDCMP message exchange 
operation aSSUTr.e single message at a time operation. If qUeUlng 
tech- iques are used in an implementation, the operation described In 
th state table as ~send" will mean ~add to tranflmit queu",~ or "pass 
to devic,;:; drivec-. 

The reply timer on full duplex point-to-point links uses a real clock. 
The desc::ription of the 'llessage exchange operation assumes the timer is 
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started after the message nas been completely transmitted. In this 
case, the timel:: value lnuSt include link delays and pl::ocessing tlme, 
but is inJependent of the length of the transmitted message. If the 
timel:: is stal::ted, howevel::, when the message is passed to;" the driver it 
must also include the time to actually tl::ansmit the message. If many 
messages al::e beinq queued to the dl::ivel::, then the timel:: must also 
inClude the time to tl::ansmit all the messaqes ahead on the queue. 
These inCl::eases in the timel:: value make it less pl::ecisE! <lnd, 
thel::efol::e, it does not perform as well as a reply timel:: that is 
stal::ted aft,,1:: tl::a.~$mission. The state table desc!ibes the I::eply timer 
starting at two possible times: one when mess<:.ges al::e actually 
tl::ansmitted and the other when they al::e passed to the dl::ivel::. The 
opel::ation affects the setting of tt),e val::iable X and the stal::ting of 
the I::eply timel::. The choic~ of technique in a pal::ticular 
implementation depends on the split of functions between the driver 
and DDCMP, the sharing of the Pl::otocol data base, and the capabilities 
and envil::onment pl::esent"d by the operating $ystem. All othel:: tactol::s 
being equi'!l, the best technique U$es queuing for high performance and 
start$ the timer after actual J9.essage tl::ansmission. On other than 
full-duplex point-to-point links the timer is keyed to station 
selection. The driver transmit queue is always emptied before ending 
selection, and, thus, has no effect on the repll' tillling. 

A message must not be marked complete and returned to the user until 
the message is acknowle .. ged. If the user interface does not separate 
the completion or acknowledgment of data messages from the returning 
of buffers to the user (e.g. transm~t bufferinq is supplied by the 
user), then the message must not be returned to the user while it i$ 
still residing on the tl::ansmit queue. This is I::equired to prevent 
buf:':ers £I::om being I::eleased prematurely and given back to the user 
while they are still being used for translllission. If the user 
intel::face separates the completion of data lIIessages from the returning 
of buffe~$ (e.g. transmit buffering is supplied by ODCMP, the message 
is copied to a local DDCKP butfel::), then the lIIessage may be lIIarked 
compl~te to the user as soon as it is acknowledged, even though the 
actual translllit buffer (local to DDCMP) may ~till be on t:he ttansmit 

(i.e., being retransmitted). 

Reply "'imer Operation Rules -

1. Start tilller: 

When tlmer is a clock - set clock to the interval value, 
start it running. ilihen interval expires clOCk will issue a 
signal and stop. 

When tImer is anot~ -,'lent (e.g. ending selection interval) 
- set flag lIIatl<l._ ~ ~imeI as running. When event occurs and 
flag is set, timer will issue a signal and turn flag off. 

If timer is running "'hen start command is issued, it is first 
~D~DDml0pped and then started. 
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When timer is a clock - clock is: halted, no signal is issued. 
The ';:;imer can be set rcnning via the st3rt tImer command. 

When timer is another event - turn flag off. 

NA!<S are returned in response to) message, device, and buffering errors 
in the runnin;;! state. 

Specifically the NAK reasons are (Note: the number is the 
reason code): 

1. Header block check error - a data lC.essage header 
control message CRC is in error. 

;(.. Data field block check errur - a data message data field 
is in error. 

3. REP response - the NAK is sent in response to a received REP 
message where the NUl'! field in the REP did not equal R (the 
last message received). 

8. Buffer temporarily unavaiiable - a buffer was not availabh: 
to store the incoming data message. Either the user did n01: 
allocate one in time, or the buffer pool was empty. 

9. Receive overrun - The receiving hardware and/or software "'<IS 
not able to respond fast enough to incoming bytes ,md an 
overrun occurred. 

Message too long - a received data message (COUNT) was 
long for the allocated buffer. 

Message header format error - the header eRC checked but 
or more header fields was invalid. Possible errors are: 

Invalid SELECT flag, 

Invalid ADDR value (optional check for point-to-point), 

FILL fieldS not zero (optional check), 

Invalid control TYPE or SUBTYPE value. 
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Startup is the process of initializing the protocol states and 
variables, and synchroni:z:ing both stations on iii link. Table 5-3 is 
the startup state table. 

Startup Notes: 

1. Implementations may ignore messages in error (invalid 
messages) or messages other than that expected and .... ait for 
the reply timer to expire during the start sequence to 
initiate recovery action. 

2. The SELECT flag is always set in STRT and STACK messages, the 
starting sequence being an alternate exchange, one message at 
a time. For all stations, except mUltipoint cont.rol 
stations, the receipt of a STRT or STACK .... ill trigger an 
immediate response due to selection by the start sequence 
messages. Multipoint control stations need not respond 
immediately to the starting tr ibutar ies, but may select and 
send messages to other tributaries before returning and 
completing startup .... ith tributaries waiting for start 
sequence replies. 

3. After startup is complete the data variables have the 
following values: R"'i1, N.,i1, A",0, T:l, X:0. The control flag 
variables are all clear. 
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Table 5-3. Startup State Table 

any state User requests halt 

User requests startup 

User requests 
Maintenance Mode 

Rece i ve STACK 

Timer expires 

Receive MAINT message 

Message in error or 
other message received 

Receive ACK (RESP .. 0) 
or Receive Data msg 
(RESP:O} 

Timer expires 

Receive MAINT message 

Message in error or 
other message received 

~D~DD~D . 

RUNNING 

None-stop timer if 
running 

Send STRT-
reset var iables 
start timer 

See section 5.4 
Maintenance Mode 

Send ACt( (RESP:0) 
stop timer if 
runn1ng 

Send STACK
start timer 

See section 5.4 
Ma intenance Mode 

Either: Send STRT, 
start timer; or 
ignore (do nothing) 

See Data Transfer 
stop timer 

Send ACK(RESP=Il) 
stop timer 

Send STACK-

start timer 

See section 5.4 
Maintenance Mode 

Either· Send STACK, 
start timer; or 
ign<)re (do nothing) 
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Table 5-3. Startup State Table (cont'dl 

Receive STRT 

Receive MAINT 

Receive STACK 

5.3.9 Data Transfer -

Notify user of 
STRT received 

See section 5.4 
Maintenance Mode 

Send ACK (RESP=RI 

This is tlte process of sending data messages, waiting for positive 
(ACKI or nli!gative (NAXI acknowledgment, retransmitting on MAK, and 
sending REP on reply timeout to cause an acknowledgment to be 
returneO. Table 5-4 is the state table for the RUNNING State. These 
events always leave the stations in thol! RUNNING state. The entries 
that change frolll RUNNING to the other states are listed in the Startup 
State Table above. 

Running State Notes: 

1. All message numbering is modulO 256 (i.e., after message 
nWllber 255 is messao;e I, then i. ano so on). For example 
3>258 is correct where 3 follows messages: 255,0,1.2. 

2. An ACK always senos RESP_R. A NAK always senos RESP=R and 
an appropriate NAI[ reason. A REP always senos NUM-N. A 
oata message always senos RESP"R. NUM"assigned sequential 
number. A retransmitted message always uses the same NUM 
value and DATA field as the or iginal lIIessage, but sends the 
latest receive value in the RESP field. 

3. The mall ilium nUlllber of outstanding unClcknawledged lIIessages is 
255. No more can be sent until some are acknowledged. It 
is always required that (11.+255) >= N (modulo 256). 

Positive acknowledgments can be sent in the RESP field of 
data messages transmitted in the reverse direction, in ACK 
messaqes, or in NAK raessages. They are all equivalent on 
receive to providinq a positive acknowledgment for 
outstanding messages. In the state table, Ael[ refers to any 
of the above foems of acknowleogment. 

5. The order for tranSlllitting messages in the running state is: 
NAK, REP, DATA messages, ACX. 

6. A data message contains four independent pieces of 

~D~Da~D·!",,-;q··, " 
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Data consisting of the NUM, COUNT, and DATA fields. 

An ACK response consistin,;! of the RESf> field. 

Link management information consisting of an AODR 
SELECT flag. 

Fr<lInin';! information consisting of the QSYN;:: flag. 

These are independent of each other and tl'eated separately. 
Thus, a received data message is treated as both a received 
data message and a received ACP;. For example, even if the 
DATA CRC is in error the RESP field _cn a good header is 
still accepted and processed. 

7. When a message is received which starts OJ: ends a selection 
interval (SELECT flag set), the message exchange fields 
(RESP, NUM, COUNT, DATA) are processed according to the 

message exchange rules (Table 5-4) prior to the starting or 
ending of the selection intervaL For eXlmple, a RESP field 
whict> <lcknowleges on,;, or more outsta:lding messages will 
complete those messages and stop the repl-{ timer prior to 
pracp.ssi"'g the SELECT flag. IF the SELECT fl<lg were 
processed first, the reply timer might er:oneously expire. 

If there is no mess<lge to send in the RUN:>IING st<lte. <lnd a 
SELECT flag wants to be sent. use the A:::K message for tnis 
pl.'rpose. ACKs are legal <It any time and mo;y be used for 
time fHI and to select and/or terminate s,;,lection. 

9. Messages should never be truncated on transmission. A 
station should always finish transmitting the current 
mess<lge before starting a one. including 
retransmissions. 

The SELECT flag can be set in any message. All outstanding 
control messages must be sent before a station ends a 
selection interval by sending a SELECT flag. A selection 
interval is ended when the message with :he SELECT flag set 
is added to the transmit queue (given to the driver for 
transmission), even though the messag." has not yet been 
transmitted on the physical link. 

11. The transmitter is idle when it is permii,sible to pass a 
message to the driver. It is busy when this is not 
permissible. For non-queued transmission, passing a message 
to the driver is permissble only wh"n nothing is being 
transmitted and the station is selected. For queued 
transmission. passing a message to the dr,iver is permissible 
only when the driver will accept a messaqe (queuing space 
available) and the station is selected. 

The ]IIessage with the SELECT flag set is the last message 
~D~DDmD'!-ss~~,_, t,o, tp,e dr iver in a selection interval. The 
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transmitter will remain busy after passing this lIIessaqe to 
the driver until another selection interval is I!tarted by 
receivinq a message with the SELECT flaq set. This 
tecnnique is necessary to maintain the proper relationship 
between the reply tilller and station selection. 

12. The notation MA,(_B_ is the notation for the assignment 
statement which sets the value of the var iable A to the 
value of the variable B. 
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Receive Data Mag 
(NUM = R+l) 

Table 5-4. 

(Also see Receive ACIt) 

Receive Oat'!. Msg 

: Receive message in error 

Receive REP 
(NUM .. Rl 

Receive REP 
(NUM not .. R) 

Receive ACK, or Data Msg 
(A < RESP (:. Nl 

Receive ACK cr Data Msg 
(RESP < .. A or RESP ) N) 

Receive NAIt 
(A <'" RESP <'" N) 

Receive NAK 
(RESP < A or RESP > N) 

Reply timer eJ:pi 'es 
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Running State Table 

If buffp.I avai1(lble, R <- R+l, 
give msg to user, set SACK flag: 
otherwise set SNAK flag. 
(reason 8. or 16.) 

Ignore 

Set SHAlt flag. see RAIt reasons 
(Sec;tion 5.3.1) 

Se t SACl': flag 

Set SNAK flag. (reason 3) 

Par all messages (A < NUM < .. RESP). 
complete IIIsg to user. 
A <- RESP 
If T <'" A, then T <- 1.+1 
If A < X, start timer 
If A )= X, stop timer 

Ignore 

For all lIIessages (A ( NUM <= RESP). 
complete msg to user, 
A <_ RESP 
T <- A+l, stop timer 

Ignore 

Set SREP f1a~ 
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Table 5-4. Running State Table (cont'd) 

Transmi!;ter is idle Send NAK .... ith reason value, 
and SNAX flag is set cle"r SNAK flag 

Transmitter is idle, Send REP, clear SREP flag, 
SNAK flag is clear, ,. start timet 

, SREP flag is set 

, Transmitter is idle, 
SNAt<: and SREP flags are clear, 
T < N+l 

User requests message 
to be sent: T < N+l, 
transr.litter is busy, 
SNAK flag is set, or 
SREP flag is set 

User requests message 
to be sent, T .. N+l, 
transmitter is idle, 
SNAK and SREP flags 
are clear 

Transmitter is idle, 
SNAr: and SREP flags 
are clear, T '" N+l, 
no user requests "'aiting, 
SACK flag is set 

MSG{T) is retransmitted, 
,. X <- T, 
* if timer not running start timer 
T <- T+l, clear SACK flag 

User waits until: 
T = N+l, transmitter 
is idle, SNAK flag is clear, 
and SREP flag is clear 

NUM (- N+l 

;e~~ :~~ (NUM) 

T <- N+l, clear SACK flag 
* X (- N, 
* if timer not running start timer 

Send ACK, clear SACK flag 

* If messages are queued fOt transmission and the timer i~ started and 
stopped after actual transmissions of messages aIe completed rather 
then .... hen messages are queued, then ignoIe the started (*) actions 
listed "bove for the events: Transmitter is idle (SREP set), 
Transmitter is idle {T ( N+1), and User requests message to be sent 
(T = N+l) and add the following events and actions: 

Data message (NUM) 
transmission completed 
on link 

I REP message transmission 
: completed on 1 ink 

~D~DDmD·· 

X <- NUM 
If A < X and timer not running. 

then start timer 
If A >= X, then stop timer 

start timer 
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5.4 Maintenance Mode 

Maintenance mode operation is used where tht:' code requirements 
necessitate minimal coding and compatibility with the DDCMP message 
structure. This is true of bootstrap, dumping, and testing facilities 
where the code might reside in read-only memory {ROM}. Compatibility 
is necessary for running on multipoint channelS where one station may 
be in the maintenance wode and the other stations in the on-line or 
running mode. By using the same structure both functions Can occur 
concurrently on the link using the Same control station protocol. 

The maintenance mode utilizes the framing and link management portions 
of DDCMP without having the complexity or the functionality of the 
message exchange facility. That is, it creates a frame or envelope 
for transmitting and receiving message blocks and providing a CRC-16 
error detection check. In this mode, there is no message sequencing 
or acknowledgment. Sequencing and acknowledgment must be handled by 
the user of the maintenance mode if necessary. 

Maintenance mode messages <11 ways have the SELECT flag set, so they 
oper<lte in the alternate half-duplex mode on both point-to-point <lnd 
multipoint ch<lnnels. The llnk man<lgement function operates in the 
same m<lnner as described for on-line mode except that only a single 
message is transferred before ending selection. Transmit complete is 
returned to the user immediately after the message is trar:smitted, 
since there is no ACt\: returned to guarantee successful delivery over 
the link. 

The mainten<lnce message header is similar in format to the data 
message header except the RESP and NUM fieldS are zero FILLs (since 
maintenance messages are neither numbered nor acknowledged). The 
malntenance mode is entered vi<l either a command from the user or <I 

recelved maintenance mess3ge. To return to the On-l1ne (or running 
mode) the protocol must first go through the halted and startlng 
states. Both operating ,nodes cannot be mlxed withln <I s1.ngle 
station-to-station pair. 'l"e exact details of how maintenance mode is 
entered is implement<ltion specific and m<lY vary in different systems. 
If a maintenance message is received ·~hile not in m<lintenance mode, 
some implement<ltions may e!'ter mainten<lnce mode and present the 
message to the user. Other implementations may discard the message, 
enter the HALTED state, and provide an indication that a maintenance 
message was received. In the m<lintenance mode, the protocol addS the 
header and block check to transmitted mess<lges and starts a select 
timer if necessary for proper operation of the channel {e.g., 
multipoint}. On received messages, the protocol removes the header 
and checkS the block check. If in error it m<ly either discard the 
message or notify the user that a message waoo received with a block 
check error. The latter action simply improves res?onsiveness rather 
than waiting for the timer to expire. 

The maintenance mode is us~d for functions such as bootstrapping. 
dumping. and link testing. If sequencing or acknowledgment are 
necessary it must be done within the data field of the m<llnten<lnce 
m~mo~D In D&Cnet.. the maintenance message prot:)col is the 
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Maintenance Operation Protocol (MOP) and is not pa~t of this standard. 
Maintenance mode messages are not guaranteed to be delivered or have 
the assurance that they will arrive in the proper sequence. If they 
are delivered. however. they will have been block Checked within the 
error limits of the CRC-16 check. DOCMP ignores all non-maintenance 
mode lIIessages received while it is in the maintenance state. 

Table 5-5. Maintenance State Table 

Receive MAIliT 
message 

Message in error 
or other message 
received 

Oser requests MAINT 
message to be sent 

If buffer available 
give to user. 
otherwise ignore 

If transmitter idle: 
send MINT message. 
If t.ransmit.t.er busy: 
wait. until idle 

Note: Transmitter busy and idle condlt.ions have t.he sallie meaning as 
described in the RUNNING State notes Isection S.3.9}. 
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Link and protocol error recording in DrlCMP is implementation specific. 
This section pcesents recommendations on how error recording should ce 
performed within DDCMP implementations. The actual techniques used 
and st<ltistics m<lintalned depend on the system environment and 
requirements of the application. These recommendations shol:ld be used 
<IS a guideline in developing those ~echniques. It i.s recommended that 
error recording be employed to compile statistics on the condition of 
the link, determine overall error rates and detect a malfunctioning 
11nk. The protocol has been designed so that even if one of the 
stations on the link cannot record errors, the other station can be 
used to record errors for all communications sent in both directions 
on the link. This is accomplished by use of the NAK reason field. 
For most errors, the error is ~ecorded locally and a NAK is returnen 
with the error reason. The other stOition, upon receiving the NAK, can 
record the error for the remote station. On occasion, a NAK will be 
lost, but this should not noticeably affect the record being kept of a 
glven link. 

CCCMP Error COl.!nt.ers can be divlded into three "roups: Threshold 
Counters, CumulOitive Counters. and Background Counters. Threshold 
counters are used to detect perslstent error conditions; cumulative 
counters record overall error statistics; and background counters 
provide a base on Which to evaluate the cumUlative counters. It 1,0 
suqgested that the user of DDCMP record these values into a permanent 
log, thereby estOiblishing a long-term record on the data link and 
communication equipment. 

A station that has no medns for reading out its counters. or whose 
controlling user cannoe maintai.n such records, would not maintain them 
(e.g. a transaction termin,1.j. It is strongly rece-mmended, however. 
toat at least one station On a link maintOlin error sratistics. Gn 
multipOint links the control station 10'111 maintain a separate set of 
countecs for each control-tributary pair. When the number of counters 
represents an excessive burden on OIn implementation, it m<lY combine 
the counters into groups in order to reduce the memory and processing 
requirements. In the maintenance mode, error counters and records 
need not be mainta ined. 

The threshold counters are used to notify the protocol user of a 
perSIstent error condition. Threshold counters operate by counting 
consecutive errors - a ~iven class and WIll t~igger a notification to 
the user when the t •.. eshold valUE has been reached. A threshold value 
af seven events is recommended. However, a value that is more 
appropr101te for the implementat10n enVIronment may be utilized. 

Each ;:ounter 1S cleared when the threshold is reached or when 
operation it is monitoring is performed correctly. Threshold 
m!D!llD~ cleOired. by a start command from the user. 
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1. Me~sages sent to remote stations - counts NAKs received 
response timer expirations; cleared on ACKs (explicit or 
implicit) received. 

Messages received from remote station - counts errors that 
cause NAKs to be sent; cleared on data message received. 

3. Selection errors for multipoint and half-duplex control 
stations - counts no response or wrong response to select; 
cleared on a proper select received. 

In the RUNNING state, counter 1 is incremented when a NAY is received 
(which causes one or more outstanding messages to be retransmitted) or 
when a REP is sent. The counter is cleared when an unacknowledged 
l'Iessage is acknowledge;'! (whether or not there are still other 
unacknowledged messages). In the Initiate Start state (ISTRT), 
counter 1 is incremented ",hen a STRT is sent and cleared when a STRT 
or a STACK is received. In the Acknowledging Start state (ASTRT). 
counter 1 is incremented when a STACK is sent and cleared when an ACK 
or a STACK is received. 

counter 2 is incremented for all CDCMP NAK reasons (see operation 
section 5.3.7). Tributary stations do nct count header eRe errors as 
they cannot determine if the address "'as their own. Counter 2 is 
cleared when data messages are successfully received. 

Counter 3 is only required in a multipoint control station o( a half 
duplex point-to-point station. This counter is incremented when one 
of the following errors is detected. 

Message Received from 'i,rong Tributary (does not apply to 
point-to-point operation.) 

2. No Select Received and select timet expires. 

3. Tributary or half-duplex station exceedS an 
ill'plementation-dependant maximlJm total transmission interval 
without deselecting itself. 

Counter 3 is cleared when a message with the select bit set is 
received from the selected tributary or from the other station if a 
half-duplex point-to-point 1 ink. 

It is recommtlnded that, whenever " threshOld counter reaches its 
threShold value, causing ODOIP to notify the user, the user read out 
';:he cumulative counters. This will establish a base in determining 
which specific error has caused the next threshold counter overflow. 

DDCMP continues to operate <,cross threshold counter overflows. It 
clears the threshold counters and counts a<jain, notifying the user on 
subsequent overflow<;. Protocol and link shutdown is left up to the 
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The c-'mulative counters record and total _~ll occurrences of an errOL 
or receipt of a NAK. The contents c':: t~ese co,mters should be 
acceSSible to the user (to determine specifIC threshold counter 
overflow and statistics on network operation). It should be the 
responsibility of the user to read and clear these counters and to 
accumulate the :::ounts. 

In DECnet, a higher level network :naintenance process accumulates the 
total of 'ach of these counts and provides them for network 
management. 

The cumulative error counters Should be able to record an adequate 
number of occurances of an error to be useful in the maint,mance of 
the link. The cumUlative error counters should count to their maximum 
~~!~~ and hold at that value until the higher level process clears 

Cumulative error counters may be arranged in a number of different 
configurations (e.g., specific individual counters or general group 
counters) depending upon the specific Implementation requirements. 
The following list sumlllaril'es the types of counters that could be 
maintained: 

1. Counters for received NAK ",sons (either individually by 
reason or in groups), 

2. Counters for received errors (i.e., e~rors that cause a SAK 
to be sent), 

3. TImer Counters resulting in a REP message beIng scnt or 
received, 

Hard ... are error indicator counters (e.g., hardware fram~ng 
er[ors, transmitter overrun), 

5. Selection Timer Counters (e.g ,wrong tr ioutary responding, 
no ending select received. 

6.3 Background Counters 

Background counters are used to provide a statistical base for the 
cumulative error counters. Like the cumulative error coul"ters, their 
usage depends on implementation requirements. It is recomlf,ended that 
two background coo.:.nter'O be maintained: one to record the number of 
data messages sent (count all attempts), a second to record the numbe!: 
of data messages received (exclude duplicates and OlF )f sequence 
messages). An implementation may use additional c'~unters for 
debugging purpose,:, or for additional statistics or contra' 

mDD~D 
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Jl,synchronous Ser ial 
bata Transmission: 

Channel: 

Control Station: 

Duplex Channel: 

Balf-Duplex Channel 
(alternate Simplex): 
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Glossary 

A technique in which the information 
required to determine when each byte 
(bit grouping) begins is sent along with 
the syw.bol (the ·start- and ·stop· 
bits). The time interval between 
successive bytes is unspecified. 

The data path joining- two or lIIore 
stations. including- the COlllllluilications 
control capability of the associated 
stations. 

A station that has overall 
responsibility for orderly operation of 
the channel. 

A channel over Which simultaneous (in 
time) COllllllunications in both directions 
(to and frolll the station) is possible. 
Also called .:l full-duplex -:hannel. 

A channel permits two-way 
communication'S. but In OI1ly one 
direction at any instant. 

Kaster Station: A station that has control of a channel 
at a qiven instant, for the purpose of. 
sendinq data messages to a slave station 
(whether or not it actually does). Also 
referred to as a -transmitting- station·. 

Multipoint Channel: A channel connecting- Jr.ore than 
stations. 

Parallel Data TransmiSSion: A data communication technique in which 
more than one code elellent (e.g. bit) 
of each byte is sent or received 
simultaneously. 

Point-to-Point Channel: A channel connecting only two stations. 

Serial Data Translllission: A data COIIIlDunication technique in which 
the code element (bits) of each encoded 
symbol of the 1ata are sent and received 
one after the other (serially). rather 
than siJaultaneously. 

~D~DDmD·· 
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Slave Station: 

: Station: 

Synchronous Serial 
Data Translllission: 

Tr ibutary Station: 
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A station to which a master station 
intends to or does send a data message. 
Also referred to as a -receiving 
station-. 

Au independently controllable 
configuration of logical elements (e.g •• 
a CQlllputer) to or frolll which messages 
are transmitted on a channel. 

A data COllllllunication technique in which 
the information required to determine 
when each byte begins loS sent at the 
beginning of a group of bytes (the ·sync 
bytes·). The time interval between 
successive bytes in the group is zero. 
The time interval between successive 
groups of bytes is unspecified. 

A station on a channel that is not a 
control station. 
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Formal Syntax Definition 

I Bl.11 Syatbology 

! In the following formal definition of the protocol 
I symbols have the following lIeaningsl 

I 1. < > denotes a metalinguistic variable. 

2. :- lIeans -is produced by· or -has the value of-. 

gralllmar, the 

3. (a><b> ",eans -a followed by b- or -b concatenated with a W • 

4. (/1)! <b> means ·a OR b· (exclusive OR). 

5. quantities not surrounded by brackets <) are constants 
literal values. 

6. (a>*bl lIIeans wa repeated b tillle.s· «a><a>---<a». 

<a>** means ·a occurs from zero to infinity. times in 
succession- • 

8. null means '"the empty set'". 

B2.e Message Syntax 

The following definition of the protocol <!oes not include tbe specific 
sync sequences and rules when they are used on each link type. Refer 
to the operat.ion section for these specifics. 

<protocol> : -< tr ansmis s ion >< t r aile r > ! < tr ansm i ss ion> <protocol> 

<tr l'Insflliss ion>: -<ms':!> 1 <syncseq><msg> 

Note that the form <syncseq><lIIsg> is required in 
numerous cases. See operation section S.l.3.2. 

< sync seq> : ·<leade r > <sync> '"'III 

Where III is a parameter determined by hardware and 
interchange considerations. (\II >- 1 for asynchronous 
circuits, In >- 4 for synchronous circuits.) 

Not.e that <syncseq> is used for inter-Jllessage padding 
as well as for synchronizing. 
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I <sync>;=<syn> fOE" synchE"onous ciE"cuits 
,·HI-bit idle line! <del> fOE" asynchE"onous ciE"cuits 

i :-null for paE"allel ciE"cuit.s 
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I where -III-bit idle line- lIIeans that the channel is held 
continuously in the state of the stop element (i.e. 

I Mark, condition Z, 1) fOE" a peE"iod not. less than 111 bit 
I times. 

I <leader>:-«one>-j) «syrc>*kl for synchE"onous circuits 

I WheE"e j+8k >_ II if qsync is set in 
message. This is a short sync seqllence. 

Wh~E"e j+8k > .. 32 if qsync is not set in the 
message. This is a long sync sequence. 

Either j-g OE" j>-8 

;- idle line I <del>** for asynchronous circuits 

previous 

previllus 

Where -jdle line- means that the ct:.annel is held 
continuously in the stat.e of the stop element (i.e. 
MaE"k, condition Z, 1) 

:-null for parallel circuits 

<tE"aileE">;"<one>*j 
;=<leader> 
;-null 

: <one>;"'1 

fOE" synchE"onous cin:uits, where j>_8 
fOE" asynchronous citcui~s 
fOE" paE"alle! circuits 

<msg>; _<nulII!IIsg >! <unnUllllllsg> I <maintmsg> 

<nUlDlllsg>; =<soh><headeE"><bcc><data> <bcc> 

<unnUJlD'lsg > : -<enq><body ~ <bcc > 

<.aintlllsg>; -<dle><mhdr ><bcc><data><bcc> 

<header> ; -<count> <qsync > < select> < r e sp> <num> <addE" > 

<data>: .. «byte> .. value of <count.» 

<bcc>; -<byte><byte> 

<body>: =<ackm> I <nakm> I <repm> I <strtlll> I <stackll> 

<mhdr>:_<count><qsyncl><select.I><fill><fill><addE"> 

I <count>;-I<bit>*14) 

I . I <~lmIIbll·'~"· .... 
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<selectl>:"'l 

<qsync>:-<bit> 

<qsyncl>:-l 

<r~sp> :-<byte> 

<num>:"<byte> 

<addr>:-<byte> 

<ackm>: =<ack><fil16><qsync><select><resp><f ill ><adcir > 

<nakm>: -<nak><rnak> <qsync><select> <resp><fill ><addr > 

<repm>: -><rep><fil16><qsync><select>< fill ><num><a ... dr> 

<str tm>: -<str t><fil16><qsyncl><se1ectl><fil1) < fill><addr> 

<stackm): =<stack)<f il16><qsyncl)<selectl><f ill )<f ill) <addr) 

<rnak): =ililiH!l1Il1 ilillhlll! iI0111! i1ll010! il01illll! 8lBililill01il001 

! <byte) :-0000111'19i11i1i1C!1il0i1U! ••• ! 11111111 

! <bit>:=illl 

<syo>:_111l1ll110 

<soh);-lUIl0111l 

<enq);-001100101 

: <del);·l11l1111 

1 <£i11);=00000000 

: <fi1l6),z000000 

<dle);-lBlI10i11i1l1 

<ack);-UliliUllll 

<nak):-01111i1illillil 

<rep>:-110111i1i111 

<strt):"'il80110110 

<stack);-0ilI011111 

~D~DDmD· .••.. 
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DDCMP Block Check Computation 

~ Cl." DDCHP torrer Detection 

Error det..ection is provided in this prCotocol by means of block c~eck 
bytes after each of the message headers and message blocks. This 
block check consists of computing a 16-bit cyclic redundal1cy check 
uSing a polynomial known as the CRC-16 polynomial and appendinq the 
chec:k bits computed to each block. This polynomial and scheme have 
been widely ,-"ed in BiSync and other protocols. 

C2.il The ':RC-!U Polynomial 

The CRC-lu polynoahl [X-16 + X-IS + X-2 + 1 '"' (X + 1) * (X~15 + X + 
l)l [see section C3.il step 3 below] has the following error detection 
properties: 

1. It will detect all errors tnat change an odd number of bits 
(i.e., 1. 3, 5, ..• bit errors). 

It will detect all errors tnat change two bits provided that 
1:he block length is less th'iln 32767 bitS' including the eRC 
bits. Thus the lIlaximum <count) (length of data field) should 
be 4093. 

3. It will detect <Ill errors that consi .. ,: of a single burst 
err"!: of 16 or fewer bits. A burst en or is a group of bit6 
in which the first bit and the last bit are in error and the 
intervening bits mayor may not be in error. Thus a 16-bit 
burst error JRight l-ave as lIIany as 16 bits in error. The 
partitioning of loits in error into burst errors is not 
unique. 

It will detect all errors that consist of two occurences of 
two adjacent bits in error provided that the block length is 
less than 32767 bits including thE' eRe bits. 

5. It will detect all except the fraction 1/2-15 of errors 
consist of a single burst error of 17 bits. 

6. It will detect all except the fraction 1/2-16 of errors that 
consist of a single burst error of 18 or more bits. 

It will not detect some errors that change four bits. For 
exalllple. it will not detect the error pattern that is 
identical to the eRe polynomial. Thus the minimum Hamming 
distance between two valid messages (including the CRC bits) 

~D~DD!lIL~~,"'''' " 
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------------------------------

C".8 CRC Computation 

The algorithm for computing the cyclic reaundancy check is as follows: 

1. Consiaer the heaaer or data portion of the message as it 
appears on a serial line (LSB of the first byte first, "SB of 
the final byte last) and appena IE zeros after the headet or 
data. 

Take the string of bits constructed in 1, ana treat each bit 
as the coefficient of a term of a polynomial with the LSB of 
the first byte being the coefficient of the highest order 
pOlynomial tetm. The highest otder tel.: is A * x~63 for II 
header block and A * X'18 * <count> + 15) for a oata block 
where A is the least significant bit of the first byte of the 
header or data. The lowest order term is 8" X~8 for both 

3. Divide the polynomial constructed in 2, by the CRC-16 
polynomial X~16 + X~IS + l(~2 + I using synthetic oivision ana 
using mOdulo 1 arithmetic on the coefficients (i.e., addition 
= subtraction = XOR. All carries and borrows are ignored) 
obtaining II quotient teat is discarded and a l6-bit 
remainder. 

Notes: 

Ttansmit the coefficients of the remainder as the blcck cheek 
bytes following the original message bits, transmitting the 
coefficients of the hignest order term (X~lS) first. Thus, 
the first byte represents co. fficients of the X~8 through 
l(~lS terms of the relllainder (frolll left to d'i!nt) and the 
second byte represents coefficients of the X e through X~7 
terms of the remainder (also from left to right). 

On reception, perform the same algorithlll and compare the 
receivea block check bytes with the computed block cheCk 
bytes. If the bytes are not identical, an error has 
occurred. 

On a parallel circuit, the sallie algorithm is used and the 
saRle block check bytes are computea although tne bytes are 
sent in parallel instead of serially. Notice that foc the 
purposes of the block cheCk byte computation, the LSB of the 
first byte is always treatea as the highest order term (Le., 
the term with the largest exponent) in the message 
polynomial. 

2. On reception, the message may be handled with the b::'ock cheCk 
bytes included (two bytes longet) and the algorithm computed 
based on this longer message. If tne rem.:-inaer 1S not ~ero, 

~D~DDm ~q:;.Q.r; ~Ii. OA;:C;:j.\ued. 
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APPENDIX 0 

MESSAGE FORM.l'..T sur~ii.--'R.Y 

D1.e General Message For.ats 

Numbered Unnumbered Maintenance 
Messages MeSSages Messages 

<enq> <dIe> 
<type> 
<subtype> 

<qsync> <qsync> <qsyncl> 
<seleo::t> <select> <selectl> 

: ~~~:~> <rcvr> <fill> 
<sndr> <fill> 

"",ddr> <addr> <addr> 
<becl> <beel> <beel> 
<bec2> <bee2> <bee2> 
<data> <data> 

i 
<bee3> <bee3> 
<bee4> <bee4> 

02.0 Unnumbered Message Summary 

message 

I enq .nq .nq 

type ack nak , .. 
subtype fill6 rnak fi1l6 fil16 

, qsyne qsyne qsync qsyncl 
! 

select select select select select I 

i rcvr re!\lp fill fill 

,sndr fill fill fill 

I addr addr addr "'ddr 

I becl beel bccl 

I bcc2 bec2 bcc2 bcc2 bcc2 

i ~D~DDmD·· 
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fi1l6 

qsynel 

selectl 

fill 

fill 

addr 

bccl 

bec2 
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Message exchange examples - These examples are presented here to show 
the operation of the message ellchange component of DCCMP in specific 
cases of states and occurinq events. They do not Show actual link 
timings, as these vary with link chaE:acteristics and station 
selection. The variables used aE:e those pE:esented in section 5.3 and 
in the lIIessage formats in section 4.11. The variables of illlpOE:tance 
are listed just above the message being sent or just below the message 
received. Not all variables, user requests, and timers are shown in 
the exam?les. They are only shown when needed to illustrate a 
specifir opeE:ational detail of DCCMP. The di.agram symbols have the 
following meaning: 

symbol meaning 

Send message. received with no errors 

---1--) Send message, received with errors 

--11--) Send message. not received 

Reply timer E:unninq 

Example I - Startup sequence with no errors. 

Oser. requests startup 
R=i1, "=11 ,A=i1, T=l, oX=iI 

: Enter running stale 

------) 
STaT 

. <------
STRT 

------) 
STACK 

(------
ACK(RESP-IIl 

Notify user of startup at 
other station 

User requests startup 
R"" ,N",e .11."', T=l. x." 

Enter running 3tate 
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Example 2 - Startup sequenc:! with errors. 

Uset tequests stattup 

Timeout 

Timeout 

Ent~r running state 

--//--) 
STRT 
! 
! 
I 
! 
I ------) 
STRT 

(------
STRT 

I 
I 

--//--) 
STACK! 

! 
! 
I (------

STRT 

------) 
STACK 

<--//-
ACk\RE5P_il} 
! 
I 
! 
! 
! 
I ------) 
STACk 

(------
ACK(RESp_e) 

Page 12 

NOtif:! user. user tequeets 
startup 

Enter running mode 
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Example 3 - Data transfer with no errors. 

, User requests transmit 
R-II,N_I,A=II,"'_2,X_1 

, 
f 

User requests transmit 
R"0,N=;',A_l,T,.3,X_2 

~:..:ssag~ received ilInd user 
.:~quests transmit 
R-l.N_J,A..,2, T-4, X,.3 

User requests transmit 
R=l,N-4,A-2,T .. ~,X=4 

! Message received I R=2,N-4,A-4,TzS,x=4 

: ~D~DD~D 

------) 
[lATA (NUM-l,RESP-Qj 

(------
ACIt(RESP_.ij 

------) 

Message re(';eived and 
given to user 
R.l,N"II,A-~ ,T=I,X"1I 

DUA (NUM-Z, RESp-e) 

(------

Message received all';; user 
requests transmit 
R-Z,N"'I,A-8,-==2,X=1 

DATAtNUMzl, RESP"Zj 

------) 
DATA (NUM=3, RESP=l) 

------) 

Message received 
R-3, N=l,A-I. T .. Z ,X"'1 

DATA (NUM=4, RESP-l} 

(------

Message received 
a"4, N=I ,A-I, '[''''Z, X_I 

User requests transmit 
R-4,N-Z,A-l,T-3.x-2 

DATA (NOM";!, RESP.,4 j 

------) 
ACK(RE5P-2} 

ACK received 
R"'4,N_Z,A_2,T"'3,X_Z 
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I Example 4 - Data transfer with eRe errors and NAKing. 

User requests transmit 
R=O,M=l,A=O,T'"2,X~1 

Nail; receIved 
R=O,Il=l,A=O,T=l,X-l 

RetransmIt 
R~O,N:l,J\=O,'l':2,X=1 

User requests 3 transmits 
R:1,N=2,A=l,T=3,X:2 

R=l,N=4,A=1,'l'=5,X=4 

----/--> 
DATA (NUM:1, RESP~O) 

(------
NAK(RESP:O) 

------) 

ReceIved In error 
R"'O,N:ll,A=Il.T:l,X=1l 

DATA{NUM:1, RESP=0) 

(------

Message received and 
user requests transmit 
R=l,N:l,A:ll,T=2,X:.l 

DATA (NUM=l, RESP=ll 

---/--) 
ACK{RESP:.1) 

------) 

Queue NI'.K for R=l 

DATA (NUM=2, RESP=l) 

------> 

Message received 
R~2,N=1 ,1'.=1 ,T=2, X"'l 

DATA(NUM=1, RESP"'l) 

------) 

Message receHled 
R:3,N:l,A .. l,'l'=2,X=1 

DATA{NUM:4, RESP=l) 

Message received 
R,.4,N=1,A=I,T=2.X:l 
Queue ACK for R=4 
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NAR teceived 
R=l,N=4,Aa 1,T_2,X_4 

RettanSlllit 
R .. 1,N=4,A"l,T_3,X_2 

All messages complete 
R"l,N_4,A_4.T_S,X=2 

<------
NAI: (RESP_ll Queued. NAR. tetutned. 

------> 
DATA (NUM .. 2, RESP=l) 

Message ignoted. 
<------
ACIt(RE,jP=4) Queued ACR tetutned 
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Example 5 - Data transfer with error$ cau$ing reply timeouts 

I User requests transmit 
R'"'B, N=l,A=B, T-2, X_I 

TiTo1eout 

ACK received 
R=B ,N=l,A=1.T"'2, X-1 

User requests transmit 
R"'B .N_2,A .. 1,T_3.X .. 2 

Timeout 

NAK received 
R=B ,N=2,A=1.T"2.X-2 

Retransmit 
R"B .N=2.A=l,T'"'3,X_2 

ACK received 
RzB,N-2.A_2,T_3,x .. 2 

------) 
DATA (NOM'"'l. RESP-B) 
! 
! Message received 
1 R_l,N_B,A_e,T_l,x_e 
1 
<--1/ --
; ACK(RESP=l) 

!------) 
REP(NUM"'l) 

<------
ACX(RESP_1) ACK response to REP 

R-l,N-e .A-" ,T-l.X"''' 

1--//--> 
! DATA(NUM..,2,RESp=e) 
! 
! 
1 
1 
1------) 

~~~~~~~ .. 2) 

NAX(RESP-l) NAX response to REP 
R=l,N",e,A=B,T_l,x_e 

------) 
DATA (NOM"2, RESP.") 

<------
ACK (RESP_2) 

Message received 
R=2.N=B .A=B .T=l.X=B 

Page 76 
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User requests transllit 
11.=11 ,N=3,A=2,Tz4.Xz3 

"ser requests transmit 
il"'lI. H=4 ,A=2. T=S. Xz4 

User reque~ts transmit 
: R-e,H-S.A .. 2.T .. 6.X=S 

Timeout 

I HAlt received 
R_II.H·S,A_3,T"4, X.S 

Retransmit 
R-II ,H.S ,A.), T.,S, X .. 4 

RetranSlllit 
: R .. e.H .. S,A .. 3,T-6,X"S 

All messages complete 
R .. e,N=S,A=S,T=6, X=S 

~D~DDmD ' '"'" 

!------) 
! DATA{NUM=).RESP-II) 
I 
I Message !"eceived 
I R.).H.e, ... ·e.T-I.X.1I 
I 
I 
1--//--) 
1 DATA{NUM"'4,RESP_II) 
! 
I 
!------) 
! OATA{NUM=S,RESP=il) 

i Message ignored 
! R-3,N",f1,A-il,T-I,X .. 1iI 
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~--/ /-- ACK to received message 
I ACK(l;,ESpzJ) 
I 
1------) 

REP (NUM_S) 

(------
NAK{RESP_3j HAlt response to REP 

R .. 3,N-e ,A_e.T_I,X_1I 

------) 
DATA (HliM"'4. RESP"'1 

Message received 
R .. 4,H-e ,A_I,T"'l,X_1 

------) 
DATA(NUMzS,R.ESP-I) 

(------

Message received 
R-5 ,N=il, A=e, T=l ,X=II 

ACK{RESP"Sj ACK to received messages 
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This list of DI)CMP changes from version 3.1'1 to the current version 4.8 
is provicec as a guice for those who have implemented anc/or are 
familiar with version 3.1!1 anc are interested in the changes from that 
version to the present 4.0 level. Revision levels between 3.8 and 4.1!1 
are Shown fOl:: those who havli! such documentation. The composite list 
of changes are all the technical changes from version 3.0 to version 
4.0. Only technical changes and major clarifications are listed. 
Changes in wording or documentation level are not included in this 
revision history. 

Version 3.0 

There ""ere 3 printed version of this level spec, May 1974. August 
1974, and December 1974. The December 1974 cocument was the most 
readable. correct. and widely circulated of the three. Thh. document 
is talten as the base 3.0 level and all changes are from this copy of 
version 3.il. 

Changes 3.il to 3.02: 

1. Changed FINAL flag bit to QSYNC flag bit. The SELECT flag 
bit is now used for both selecting a'ld ending selection. The 
QSYNC flag signals non-abutting messages allowing short sync 
sequences between messages on synchronous links. 

2. Removed the RESET and RESAK messages. The link is reset in 
both directions at the same time by use of the STRT/STACK 
startup sequence. 

3. Clarifiec the synchronous and asynchronous synchronization 
and pac sequences. The sequences were made dependant on the 
link transmission characteristics. 

Removed RESP and NUH fieldS from the STRT and STACK mtssages. 
replacing then with FILLs. After a startup sequence message 
numbering always starts with message number 1. 

S. Changed ADDR field to always be tributary address in messages 
both to and from tr,ibutaries. This change adced a positive 

~~~~~~!!~a~!O~he t~on~t~l :~:~~~~~ being returned from a 

6. Framing requires first' byte to be SOH, ENQ, or OLE. If not 
one of these then no essage is frallIed and. thus, no !!IAKs are 
qenerated as in the p evious version. 

~D~DDmD· . 
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Startup sequence revised to send an acknowledge to a received 
STACK. The new sequence adds an ACK response to a STACK, 
creating a positive three-way handshake. 

8. Multipoint operation and sync sequenc"",s clarified. Many of 
the operational detailS for multipoint were added to the 
s7ecification. 

This version was the result of the above listed changes made by the 
DOCMP committee. This and intermediatE' review edition 3.111 were dated 
July 1975 Au~ust 1975. Tlle document was also partially rewritten to 
add additional clarification to the specification. 

Changes 3.112 to 3.113: 

1. Require full duplex tr ibutary to wal t until the entire 
message wit.h the SELECT flag bit on is received before 
transmitting. Previously it had to wait only for the header. 
This change provides for common operation among the different 
modes and link types. 

2. Require that STR'1', STACK, and MAINT messagez have the SELECT 
and QSYJ!,C fl"".g bits always set. These messages always 
operate one me~~age at a time alternately. 'this change makes 
their use common in all modes and link types. 

3. Multipoint control stations must precede a message with a 
sync seq:Jence if addressed to a tributary different from the 
one addressed in the previous message. This change improves 
receiver synchronization at the tributaries. 

4. DATA and MINT messages with zero lengtn data fiel"s are not 
allowed. 

5. The BOOT r.:tessage is changed ln n ..... e to ~he MAINTENANCE 
lIIessagc. 

Th;.s version resulted from the changes listed above by the CDCMP 
':ommlttlae. Version 3."3 dated Deceillber 1975 was never totally 
re',iewed by the OOCMP committe,;, and contains a number of errors. 

Changes 3."3 to 4.1'1: 
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1. Divided protocol functions into 3 semi-independent 
components, framin",. link management. and message exchange. 
This is not a technical chan",e but helps clar ify and IIIOre 
precisely specify the protocol. 

2. Clarified the user lind device interfaces to the protocol. 
This is not a technical change but assists; in the 
understanding of the protocol. 

3. Allowed the SELECT fla", bit to be set in full duplez 
point-to-point mode with no checkin", by the receiver. This 
change makes ""r 1II0re cOlllpiitible full and half duplez 
illlplementations. 

Modified the link idle signal and optional end-of-message 
cbecking to increase CRC-16 error detection capability in 
cases of synchronous clock loss. 

Allowed an optional increase in the sync sequence length to 
recover from framing errors when respond in", to a NAil:. 
Especially useful on asynchronous links. 

Made checking of ADDR fiell! optional in point-to-poir.t mode 
and checkill9 of FILL fields opt.ional in all modes. 

Described t.he operation of the reply tilller in cases of 
retransaission. This is not a technical chan",e but a precise 
descript.ion of the tilller operation during retranslllission. 

8. Changed error recordi"", counters to be a recommendation not a 
requirement. Error recording is now a reCOQllllended optional 
part of a DDCMP implementation. 

Clar ified messages to be retransmitted when NAKs and ACks are 
received asynchronous to transmission. This is not a 
technical chan",e but a more precise definition of the 
operation in these cases. 

lB. REI.oved the option of lIIultipoint tributaries operatin", in 
sheltered mode. The only valid mooe is circumspect mode. 
where the tributaries always track messages on the link. 
Thi~ mode is now simply called multipoint tributary 
operation. 

11. Changed the operation of the select tiller to be stopped and 
restarted after every ",ood received message or when 
resynchronizing. This changes the. tillle!' to one that times a 
lost select flag (mess3ge with fla9 in error). rather than 
one that times the duration of a tot.al selection interval. 

~D~DDmD ... 
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! This version is ill total rewrit.e of t.he DDCHP protocol specification. 
I Three versions of 4.8 were used for review i:l limited circulation, 

I :~::d C~:~;1;9~~d ~!~~:~1~9~~h~:d t:c;~~:~ ;~~~~cof: i~t a~n~~::~;t!~ 
I the changes listed above frolll the previous version. 

[END OF DDCMP SPECIPICATION] 
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